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Design and Fabrication of Photonic Microstructures by Holographic Lithography
and Pattern Transformation
Abstract
The creation of periodic structures in nano- or micro-scale is an exciting challenge of materials science.
Meanwhile, the structures with alternating periodic dielectric constants, known as photonic crystals, are
great potentials for many applications in optical integrated circuits. In this dissertation, we design and
fabricate periodic two- (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) photonic microstructures with desired symmetry,
scalable size or novel functionality (e.g. anisotropic feature) using holographic lithography (HL) technique
and via harnessing mechanical instability in different polymer systems. In fabrication of 3D diamond-like
photonic structure via four-beam single-exposure HL, we quantitatively analyze the lattice distortion due
to refraction effect and photoresist shrinkage, which decreases the symmetry of the resulting structure,
thus degrading the quality of photonic bandgap (PBG) properties. To address the optical challenge in
fabrication of a perfect 3D photonic crystal using four-beam single-exposure HL approach, we design
dual-beam triple-exposure HL and fabricate size-scalable diamond-like structure with minimal distortion.
We also investigate the robustness of the optical setup, and find that for a large size structure, a small
deviation of beam angles may lead to a significant change of lattice size whereas the translational
symmetry of SU-8 structure remains reasonably close to face-center-cubic. Besides the 3D holographic
fabrication, we develop an efficient method to create a rich library of 2D photonic structures with
anisotropic unit cells via harnessing of pattern transformation of an elastomeric poly(dimethylsiloxane)
(PDMS) membrane. We then study the PBG properties of 2D Si post arrays with structural symmetries
same as those deformed 2D photonic structures, and their tolerance to the structural deviation. To reveal
the underlying mechanisms of pattern transformation and the potential for highly ordered complex
structures, we systematically study the kinetic process of capillary induced pattern transformation and
recovery when swelling and drying 2D poly(2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate) (PHEMA) membranes with a
square lattice of micron-sized cylindrical holes from water repeatedly. We find that the PHEMA membrane
undergo different modes of instability during drying: when the internal tension is low, the hole reduces
size but retains the shape, in a mode of breathing; when the tension is high, the square lattice bifurcated
into a diamond plate pattern with neighboring slits perpendicular to each other, in a mode of buckling.
Meanwhile, there are many antiphase boundaries (APBs) formed in the diamond plate pattern, where the
morphology (either random or aligned) is dependent on the moving speed of the water front. Using
dynamic Monte Carlo method we simulate the nucleation, growth and APB formation in pattern
transformation and recovery processes, which matches qualitatively with the experimental results. Finally,
we suggest a new strategy of shaping the APBs toward the creation of a single crystal transformed
pattern.
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ABSTRATCT

DESIGN AND FABRICATION OF PHOTONIC MICROSTRUCTURES BY
HOLOGRAPHIC LITHOGRAPHY AND PATTERN TRANSFORMATION

Xuelian Zhu

Dissertation Supervisor: Shu Yang

The creation of periodic structures in nano- or micro-scale is an exciting challenge
of materials science. Meanwhile, the structures with alternating periodic dielectric
constants, known as photonic crystals, are great potentials for many applications in
optical integrated circuits. In this dissertation, we design and fabricate periodic two- (2D)
and three-dimensional (3D) photonic microstructures with desired symmetry, scalable
size or novel functionality (e.g. anisotropic feature) using holographic lithography (HL)
technique and via harnessing mechanical instability in different polymer systems.
In fabrication of 3D diamond-like photonic structure via four-beam single-exposure
HL, we quantitatively analyze the lattice distortion due to refraction effect and
photoresist shrinkage, which decreases the symmetry of the resulting structure, thus
degrading the quality of photonic bandgap (PBG) properties. To address the optical
challenge in fabrication of a perfect 3D photonic crystal using four-beam single-exposure
HL approach, we design dual-beam triple-exposure HL and fabricate size-scalable
diamond-like structure with minimal distortion. We also investigate the robustness of the
v

optical setup, and find that for a large size structure, a small deviation of beam angles
may lead to a significant change of lattice size whereas the translational symmetry of
SU-8 structure remains reasonably close to face-center-cubic.
Besides the 3D holographic fabrication, we develop an efficient method to create a
rich library of 2D photonic structures with anisotropic unit cells via harnessing of pattern
transformation of an elastomeric poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) membrane. We then
study the PBG properties of 2D Si post arrays with structural symmetries same as those
deformed 2D photonic structures, and their tolerance to the structural deviation.
To reveal the underlying mechanisms of pattern transformation and the potential for
highly ordered complex structures, we systematically study the kinetic process of
capillary induced pattern transformation and recovery when swelling and drying 2D
poly(2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate) (PHEMA) membranes with a square lattice of
micron-sized cylindrical holes from water repeatedly. We find that the PHEMA
membrane undergo different modes of instability during drying: when the internal tension
is low, the hole reduces size but retains the shape, in a mode of breathing; when the
tension is high, the square lattice bifurcated into a diamond plate pattern with neighboring
slits perpendicular to each other, in a mode of buckling. Meanwhile, there are many
antiphase boundaries (APBs) formed in the diamond plate pattern, where the morphology
(either random or aligned) is dependent on the moving speed of the water front. Using
dynamic Monte Carlo method we simulate the nucleation, growth and APB formation in
pattern transformation and recovery processes, which matches qualitatively with the
experimental results. Finally, we suggest a new strategy of shaping the APBs toward the
creation of a single crystal transformed pattern.
vi
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Chapter 1.
Introduction: Fabrication of photonic microstructures by
holographic lithography and pattern transformation
1.1 Introduction
Photonic crystals (PCs)1,2 with periodic dielectric microstructures are of interest for
applications in optical integrated circuits, including micro-wave scale, single-mode
waveguides with sharp bends,3,4 high-Q resonant cavities,5 distributed feedback lasers,6
superprisms,7 and perfect lenses.8 When the contrast between the high and low (typically
air) dielectric materials in the PC is sufficiently high, and the absorption of light by the
materials themselves is minimal, the interference of the light waves refracted and
reflected from the PC will prevent light from propagating in certain directions with
specified frequencies, so called photonic bandgaps (PBGs), which is analogous to the
electronic energy bandgaps in a semiconductor. The bandgap position and width are
determined by the refractive index contrast, the structural symmetry, the lattice constant
and the volume fraction of high-index materials.
The periodic modulation of light in a three-dimensional (3D) photonic crystal offers
potential to create complete PBGs, in which electromagnetic (EM) waves of any
polarization are prohibited in any direction. In the last two decades much effort has been
devoted to develop novel methods to fabricate high-quality 3D photonic structures, which
can be classified into “self-assembly based” techniques and top-down approaches.
Spontaneous assembly of colloidal particles and block copolymers into various structures
driven by thermodynamic forces9-14 are attractive as an inexpensive method to fabricate
1

nano- and microstructures in large scale. However, unwanted defects during assembly
and the limited accessible structure configurations make it questionable for application of
self-assembly methods for high performance devices. Top-down fabrication approaches,
including layer-by-layer lithography,15-17 two-photon or multi-photon polymerization,18-20
glancing angle deposition21, and direct laser writing,22,23 construct the desired structures
in a serial manner. They are advantageous to fabricate arbitrary structures with controlled
defects. However, these processes are time-consuming and expensive, and require careful
registrations between layers. A non-conventional lithographic technique, holographic
lithography (HL),24-31 has been developed a decade ago as a highly efficient method to
fabricate periodic microstructures defect-free over a large area (up to cm2). It involves the
generation of a stationary periodic light intensity profile by the interference of multiple
coherent light beams. The interference pattern is transferred into a light sensitive medium,
such as a photoresist, to yield the structure. In theory, the size and shape of the fabricated
structures can be controlled through the proper arrangement of laser beams. However, in
practice, the obtained structures could be distorted due to the refraction effect at the
air/film interface, anisotropic shrinkage of the photoresist attached to a substrate, and
experimental errors in optical setup. In turn, the photonic properties could be degraded.
Therefore, it is critical to consider these factors in the design of the optical setups to
compensate the distortion in fabrication of 3D photonic structures.
In comparison to 3D PCs, 2D PC slabs could confine light in 3D by a combination
of 2D PBG effect for the in-plane direction and total internal reflection for the vertical
direction. Therefore, 2D PC slabs offer an efficient alternative to retain or approximate
many of the desirable properties of 3D PCs.32,33 The most widely studied 2D photonic
2

structures are square and triangular lattices with isotropic circular-shaped unit cells.5,32-35
However, there have been comparatively few studies of 2D PCs with anisotropic unit
cells except recent work demonstrating control of the polarization modes of the emitted
light using 2D PC lasers.36-38
2D PC slabs are typically fabricated by state-of-the-art deep UV photolithography,
electron beam lithography, and focus ion beam techniques. Recently, we and other
groups have shown that the mechanical instability in elastic or elasto-plastic structures
can trigger dramatic pattern transformation, leading to a rich library of orientationally
modulated 2D patterns with anisotropic features.39-45 This inspires us to study the pattern
transformation mechanisms and investigate the resulting structural symmetry to PBG
properties. By harnessing the mechanical instability, we can appropriately design
efficient 2D and possibly 3D PCs.
In this Chapter, we summarize the recent advances in the fabrication of photonic
microstructures by HL and pattern transformation. An overview of design of structures
and beam configurations by HL technique is given in section 1.2. The practical issues in
HL process are discussed in section 1.3. In section 1.4, we discuss pattern transformation
triggered by mechanical instabilities. Finally, the thesis outline is given in section 1.5.
1.2 Design of symmetries and structures using holographic lithography
HL is a versatile approach that allows one to create 1D, 2D and 3D periodic
structures by using coherent beams of light.24,27,29,46 A stationary intensity profile created

by the interference of N monochromatic plane waves of wave vectors ki , polarization


vectors  i , phase θi, and real amplitudes Ei is given by
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where lm  arg( l*   m ) . During exposure, the multiple-beam interference intensity
profile is transferred to a photoresist film, followed by post-exposure bake (PEB) and
development in a solvent, resulting in a microporous structure (Figure 1.1). The shape of
the structure is determined by the isodose surface of the lithographic threshold value,
which can be described by the corresponding level surface.47 In the level-set approach,
the surface of a porous dielectric structure is represented by a scalar-valued function F,
which satisfies F(x, y, z) = t, where t is a constant to control the volume fraction.

Coat & Prebake

Exposure

Post-exposure bake

Develop

Figure 1.1 Schematic illustration of multi-beam interference lithography process.

The intensity equation can also be viewed as a summation of discrete Fourier
terms. The intensity profile has its translational periodicity determined by the difference
 
between the wave vectors ( kl  km ) while the beam intensity, polarizations and phase

difference controlled the motif within the unit cell. Combining the motif and the
translational periodicity determine the total symmetry of the resultant structure, and
hence its space group. By controlling the beam geometry, polarization, phase, and
intensity, a variety of structures can be achieved, such as face-centered cubic (fcc),28
body-center-cubic (bcc),48 orthorhombic F,49 diamond-like,26,50 simple cubic (sc),51
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gyroid-like

structures,26

woodpile-type,52,53

compound

lattices,54

as

well

as

quasicrystals.55
1.2.1 Effect of phase factors

In general, the interference of N beams of noncoplanar coherent light would lead
to a (N-1) dimensional periodicity. If N≤4, the phase factors (θl – θm) in Equation (1.1),
which arises from the relative phases of the laser beams, can be simultaneously
 N 1


eliminated by a translation of the origin    (i   0 )i , and i satisfy
i 1

  
(ki  k0 )  j   ij , where  ij =1 for i=j, and  ij =0 for ij.56 Therefore, the phase change
only results in a shift of the pattern position, and would not affect the morphology of the
structure. For configurations with more than four beams, the impact of the relative beam
phases is more than a simple translation in the intensity pattern, and thus cannot be easily
ignored. In addition, the phase factor lm , resulting from the dot products between beam
polarization vectors, in general, cannot be simultaneously eliminated. If all beams are
linearly polarized, lm = 0 for all l and m, the intensity pattern always have an inversion
symmetry for N ≤ 4. The inversion symmetry is possible to be prevented by the use of
laser beams with circular or elliptical polarizations.
1.2.2 Design of translational symmetries

For all structures with translational periodicities, we only need to consider the set of
basis vectors, since all other vectors can be achieved by the linear combination of the
basis vectors. There are five lattice types in 2D and fourteen Bravais lattices in 3D. It has
been suggested that all fourteen Bravais lattices can be formed through interference of
5

four non-coplanar coherent beams,57 and multi-exposure dual-beam setups.58 In order to
achieve the desired translational symmetry, it is necessary to equate the difference of the
 
wave vectors ( kl  km ) with the basis vectors.

Since there are an infinite number of choices of the basis vectors for a certain type of
translational symmetry, the lattice size can be varied by simply changing the angle
between the beams. However, the change of basis vectors is noncontinuous, resulting in a
span of the mutual angles between the beams. Hence, the variation of the lattice size is
not continuous for the four-beam single exposure.56 For instance, if the primitive simple
cubic reciprocal vectors can generate an intensity pattern with lattice constant a, then
higher order sets of basis vectors would create lattices with increasingly small lattice
constants as a/2, a/3, and so on. In order to continuously tune the lattice size, it needs to
use dual-beam multiple exposure.26,51 Detailed discussion about that can be found later.
1.2.3 Design of overall structural symmetries

The overall structural symmetries are determined by not only the translational
symmetry but also the motifs. To obtain a specific space group, we need to choose an
appropriate set of wave vectors as well as polarizations, and to impose the set of
operators for that space group on the generalized intensity equations to yield a set of
conditions for a final target equation. A simpler way to obtain the target equation is the
“level-set” approach, which uses the structure factor of the desired space group to obtain
the candidate functions that contains all symmetry elements.47 The intensity profile is
then compared with the target equation and we can obtain a set of simultaneous equations.
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The beam parameters for the target space group could be obtained by solving these
equations.
1.2.4 Configurations of optical setup for 3D fabrication

Many optical configurations in HL have been proposed to create a 3D photonic
structure,

including

four-beam

exposure,24,56,57,59-61

single

dual-beam

multiple

exposures,26,51,58,62-64 phase shifts and multiple exposures of three or four beams,47,65 and
a hybrid five beam configuration.66 Among them, single exposure of four interference
beams and dual-beam multiple exposures are most widely practiced in HL.
1.2.4.1 Four-beam single exposure

Single exposure of four coherent beams is straightforward and the shift of relative
phases between beams does not change the shape of the interference pattern.56,59 By
controlling the beam geometry, all fourteen Bravais lattices can be created through fourbeam interference.57 Specifically, it has been theoretically proposed that the diamond
symmetry structure (space group No. 227, Fd 3 m ), which offers the largest complete
PBG, could be fabricated using the four-beam two-plane setup although the beam
alignment would be challenging in experiments.56,67
In four-beam interference, a maximum of thirteen terms (four constant terms are
combined as a singe constant for background) can be obtained, of which only six are
independent (some terms only have a phase difference of π/2 with each other). This
clearly will limit the sort of structures one can achieve through a four-beam interference
single exposure setup. On the other hand, it is difficult to eliminate unnecessary
interference while the target equation contains less than six terms. Further, the size of the
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3D structure fabricated by four-beam interference single exposure approach is not
changeable for a given exposure wavelength due to the restriction of the polarization
selection for maintaining the overall symmetry.
1.2.4.2 Dual-beam multiple exposure

In comparison to single exposure of four interfering beams, the multi-exposure of
dual-beam HL approach is more versatile to create desired structure symmetries with
tunable sizes. This is because any arbitrary structure can be expanded as a sum of Fourier
terms, each of which could correspond to a grating arising from the interference of two
beams;26 the lattice size can be continuously tuned using the same optical setup but
varying the beam angles. Furthermore, the maximum contrast between the minimal and
maximal intensities of interference pattern can be achieved using the same polarized
direction and intensity for the two beams. Recently, the diamond symmetry structure
(space group No. 227, Fd 3 m ) has been successfully fabricated in experiments using
dual-beam quadruple exposure.68
Similarly, the relative phase between the two beams, which determines the position
of the origin along the periodic direction for each grating, needs to be concerned. When
the number of exposures is ≤ 3, the phase change would lead to a simple translation of the
intensity pattern, which is analogous to four-beam single exposure. However, when the
number of exposures is  4 the phase terms cannot be ignored.
1.3 Practical issues in holographic lithography

While HL has been demonstrated as an efficient and versatile approach for
fabrication of 3D microstructures, there are practical issues related to the optics and
photoresist materials that could lead to structural distortion.
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1.3.1 Refraction effect

When the beams travel from the air into the resist film the beam will bend due to
difference in refractive index of the medium, so called refraction effect. To avoid this
problem, many researchers have applied prisms and/or index matching liquids26,28,49,51 to
precompensate the effects of refraction. However, the availability of specific prisms and
index-matching liquids for many of structures and polymer systems could limit the
broader application of HL for a wider range of 3D photonic structures. Therefore, it is
important to quantitatively study the refraction effect on the resultant structure and its
impact to PBG properties for rational design of a refraction-free 3D photonic structure.
1.3.2 Anisotropic shrinkage of photoresist

In lithography, it is not uncommon to expect shrinkage of the photoresists during
photoexposure and development, especially in the case of negative-tone resists. This
shrinkage issue can arise from various factors, including density change due to
crosslinking of the film and plasticization of the resist by the developer, especially
organic solvents. When the photoresist film is confined on a substrate, the in-plane
shrinkage is suppressed. The unidirectional shrinkage in the perpendicular direction,
however, could lead to breaking of the structural symmetry, thus potentially degrading
the PBG properties.51,59 SU-8 is an ultrathick negative-tone photoresist that has been
widely used in HL24,26,28 show a large shrinkage, ~ 40% in 3D structures.51,59
There are several approaches to tackle the shrinkage issue and retain the target
symmetry. One is to modify the initial interference pattern through adjusting the beam
exposure configuration to precompensate the anisotropic shrinkage. Alternatively, rigid
boundaries can be pre-fabricated to support the 3D structure and alleviate the shrinkage.69
9

From materials point-of-view, we can synthesize low-shrinkage negative-tone
photoresists, such as poly(glycidyl methacrylate),60 or use positive-tone photoreisist, such
as AZ5214-E.70 In a positive-tone photoresist, the photoexposure leads to decomposition
of segments in the polymer chains (typically molecular weight greater than 10,000),
resulting in polarity and solubility change. Therefore, shrinkage of the polymers in an
aqueous base developer is minimal.
In addition to the above issues, in this thesis we also quantitatively study the
robustness of the optical setup against misalignment of incident beams and/or other
experimental errors.
1.4 Mechanical instability triggered pattern transformation

In addition to the applications to photonics, periodic structures are of interest to
phononic crystals,71 and tunable hydrophobic surfaces,72 etc. As discussed above, the
major goal of this thesis has been to design the top-down HL process with desired 3D
structures with minimal structural distortion. However, during fabrication, heating,
solvent swelling and drying of the photoresists could impose tremendous stress to the
films, causing spontaneous dewetting, wrinkling and buckling of the films. Mechanical
instabilities in soft materials are often considered as failure mechanisms in device
performance. Recently these instabilities have been harnessed to assemble complex
patterns,73-83 to fabricate stretchable electronic devices84 and microlens array,85-87 and to
provide a metrology for measurement of elastic moduli and thickness of ultrathin
films.88,89 The ability to trigger spontaneous pattern formation over large areas with
control over both structure and length scale remains an open problem. This is because
self-assembled structures are often trapped in metastable states on the pathway to their
10

stable groundstates, making it difficult to achieve desired patterns with long-range order.
On the other hand, complex patterns can be generated via external stimuli when they are
far from equilibrium.77,80,81,90,91
1.4.1 Elastic instability

Of various types of instabilities, including wrinkling, fingering, crumpling, and
Plateau-Rayleigh instabilities,92 buckling and creasing are most common in elastic and
elasto-plastic materials. For instance, when a compressive or tensile stress is applied to a
confined elastic polymer thin film, to reduce the elastic energy the film starts to deform
when the stress exceeds the threshold, leading to wrinkling or creasing depending on the
exerted stress.73,74
We are particularly interested in the mechanical instability in porous periodic
structures and their photonic properties. Cai et al. have theoretically studied the collapse
of a void (cylindrical and spherical) in an elastomer caused by osmosis.93 The void is
filled with liquid water, while the elastomer is surrounded by unsaturated air. The
diffusion of water molecules from inside the void to outside induces tension. They show
three modes of deformation, including breathing, buckling and creasing, depending on
the magnitude of tension.93 Besides osmosis, tension can be caused by capillarity, thermal
expansion, and mechanical loading. As the internal tension starts to build, the void
shrinks the size but retains the original shape, so called breathing. Breathing involves a
field of inhomogeneous and finite deformation.94,95 When the tension increases above a
critical value, the void changes shape, possibly by two modes of instability: buckling for
a thin wall, and creasing for a thick wall.93 Buckling can retain the smooth surface of the
void, whereas sharp folds within the surface are signature of creasing instability.
11

1.4.2 Pattern transformation

When an external stress is subjected to a periodic porous membrane, a dramatic
pattern transformation occurs,39,40,42,43,45 switching the structural symmetry, which is of
interest to dynamically tune the photonic96 and phononic43,97 properties. In elastic
membranes [e.g. poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) or photoelastomer], the transformed
pattern can recover to the original shape once the stimulus is removed.40,42 Whereas, in
elastoplastic (e.g. SU-8) membranes, the plasticized and deformed pattern can be locked
by increasing the glass transition temperature and the elastic moduls,43-45 or recovered to
the original shape with the analogous triggering field.43
Most work to date on pattern transformation has focused on investigation of
equilibrium states. For example, numerical simulations by finite element method98,99 and
linear elasticity theory100 have been used to understand the pattern transformation
observed in experiments. However, little attention has been paid to address its kinetic
process, which will be essential to manipulate the instability for richer range of patterns.
1.4.3 Antiphase boundary

Antiphase boundary (APB) arises in the ordered superlattice when the structure
undergoes a phase skip (Figure 1.2), which are commonly observed in various physical
systems

including

alloy,101-103

ceramics,104

semiconductor,105,106

ferroelectric,107

ferromagnetic,108,109 and antiferromagnetic materials.110 APBs may be utilized as an
important contributor to the high yield strength of alloy101, nucleation centers in epitaxial
growth,106 and embryos for phase separation.106 Importantly, APBs would not alter the
crystallographic symmetry in each antiphase domain (APD) (Figure 1.2), while the
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energy on the boundaries is higher than other regions due to the wrong kind of neighbors
across the APBs.111
antiphase domains

antiphase boundary
Figure 1.2 Schematic illustration of antiphase boundary and antiphase domains in a 2D
binary periodic structure. In this checkerboard pattern of two kinds of atoms the antiphase
domain are created when the “…-black-white-black-white-black-…” order is skipped by
a “phase shift” of π, resulting in “…-white-black-black-white-…” after which regular
order is restored again.

Although there are many interests in understanding the APB formation in alloy,
ceramics, semiconductor, ferroelectric, ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic materials, it
is difficult to directly image APB formation in the atomic scale. Recently “phase slip”
dislocation boundary, which is analogous to the mesoscopic APB, has been observed
when soft materials (e.g. PDMS elastomer) with periodic array of microscopic pores
undergo pattern transformation.40 Therefore, study of the dynamic process of pattern
transformation will not only allow us to directly visualize the APB formation, for
example, using optical microscope, but also offer new opportunities to control the kinetic
path of APB formation, which is critical to obtain highly ordered single crystals via selfassembly.
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In addition to pattern transformation in 2D structures, we have recently observed
pattern transformation in 3D microstructures fabricated by HL along with many APBs as
seen in 2D membranes (Appendix B). We believe that investigation of pattern
transformation in 3D will not only add a new dimensionality to study the mechanical
instabilities but also motivate new studies of 3D photonic or phononic crystals with
anisotropic motifs for complete bandgap structures, as well as their switching in response
to external stimuli.
1.5 Thesis outline

In this dissertation, we first quantitatively study the distortion of 3D photonic
microstructures fabricated by HL and their impact on the PBG properties, and then design
an optical setup to create the size scalable structure with minimal distortion. Besides 3D
periodic structures, we investigate the structural symmetries and the PBG properties of
various types of 2D photonic structures with anisotropic unit cell obtained from elastic
deformation of PDMS membranes. To understand the underlying mechanisms of pattern
transformation, we study the kinetic process in pattern transformation and its recovery in
poly(2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate) (PHEMA) hydrogel membranes and related APB
formation.
This dissertation has been organized as the following:
Chapter 2 presents a quantitative study of the distortion from a three-term diamondlike structure fabricated in SU-8 by four-beam HL with umbrella configuration. Both
refraction effect and shrinkage of photoresist are considered and the influence of
distortion on PBG properties is examined.
14

Chapter 3 addresses the distortion issues by design of a new optical setup. Sizescalable 3D SU-8 structures with minimal distortion are fabricated via triple exposure,
dual-beam HL. Along the line, we quantitatively study the robustness of the optical setup.
Chapter 4 examines the 2D photonic structures with anisotropic unit cells obtained
from pattern transformation of PDMS membranes. We study the structural symmetries of
the 2D patterns and their influence to the PBG properties, as well as tolerance to the
structural deviation.
Chapter 5 shows the kinetic study of capillary induced pattern transformation and
recovery in PHEMA hydrogel membranes. The kinetic process is simulated by dynamic
Monte Carlo method and confirmed experimentally, allowing us to explain the APB
formation.
Chapter 6 summarizes the studies in this dissertation and suggests future directions.
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Chapter 2.
Distortion of 3D SU-8 photonic structures fabricated by fourbeam holographic lithography with umbrella configuration
2.1 Introduction

While many 3D photonic structures with large complete bandgaps have been
proposed theoretically, in HL experiments most of the structures are fabricated from a
thick negative-tone photoresist, SU-8, which has an average of eight epoxy groups per
chain. Since SU-8 has a refractive index of ~ 1.6, the influence of refraction at the
air/film interface cannot be ignored when the beams travel from the air (n=1) into the
resist film. To avoid this problem, many workers have applied prisms and/or index
matching liquids26,28,51 to precompensate the effects of refraction. However, little has
been studied quantitatively beyond the intuition of how the structure can be distorted by
the refraction effect. The availability of specific prisms and index-matching liquids for
many of the structures and polymer systems could further hamper the broader application
of HL for fabrication of a wider range of 3D photonic structures. In addition, it is not
uncommon to expect shrinkage of the photoresists during photoexposure and
development, especially in the case of negative-tone resists, which could further distort
the fabricated structures. Therefore, theoretical analysis can impart great benefits on the
rational design of 3D photonic structures by revealing the underlying mechanisms of
structural distortion during each processing step and their impact to photonic bandgap
properties. On the basis of the knowledge, we could later exploit novel designs of
photoresist systems and optical setups to experimentally realize crystals with large
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complete bandgaps. To this end, we reconstructed the unit cells and level surfaces of the
3D structures in SU-8 vs. those in air by considering refraction and film shrinkage
separately.
SU-8

is

an

ultrathick

photoresist

that

has

been

widely

used

in

microelectromechanical systems (MEMS)112 and HL24,26,28 to fabricate high aspect ratio
microstructures and PCs. Therefore, it was chosen as the model photoresist to study here.
Using the three-term diamond-like lattice as a target, we compared the reconstructed
structures predicted by theory with that fabricated experimentally using four-beam HL in
an umbrella configuration (see Table 2.1 for optical system parameters) to elucidate the
origin of structure distortion. When considering refraction only, the calculation suggested
lattice stretching along the [111] direction in SU-8 film, resulting in change of
translational symmetry from fcc (in air) to rhombohedral (in SU-8), and a rotation of the
triangular-like hole array in the (111) plane by ~ 30o away from that in air attributed to
change of polarization terms. While we experimentally confirmed such rotation and
almost no change of periodicity in the (111) plane as predicted, no elongation in the [111]
direction was observed, which might be due to anisotropic shrinkage of SU-8 film along
the [111] direction during lithographic processing. Overall, the symmetry of the
fabricated SU-8 structure was decreased, with the space group changing from R3m (in
air) to R32 (in SU-8). After considering both refraction and shrinkage effects, we
reconstructed the level surfaces, which matched well with experimental results. Finally,
we investigated the PBGs of inverse 3D Si PCs templated from the SU-8 structure. The
calculation showed that the structure distortion would decrease the quality factors of
PBGs.
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2.2 Theoretic analysis

The analysis was conducted step-by-step as illustrated in Figure 2.1.
Construct a level surface in air
Wave vectors in air

• Investigate overall
structure symmetries, and
• Decouple the underlying
mechanisms of structure
distortion

Polarization vectors in air
Snell’s Law

Fresnel’s equations
Wave vectors in SU8 Polarization vectors in SU8



Construct a level surface in SU8 considering refraction effect
Compare with experiment
Reconstruct a new level surface in SU8 considering
both refraction effect and film shrinkage

• Study distortion effect on
PBGs of inverse Si PCs
templated from the
corresponding polymer
structures

Figure 2.1 Flow chart illustrating the step-by-step theoretical analysis.

2.2.1 Refraction effect on both wave vectors and polarization parameters

We investigate the effect of refraction on wave vectors, which determine the
geometry of the reciprocal lattice of the fabricated structure, and polarization vectors,
including the direction and the strength of the electric field. As shown in Figure 2.1, we



first considered an arbitrary light beam with wavelength λ, wave vector k 

2 [l , m, n] ,



where l, m, n are direction cosines, and the polarization represented by the complex


electric field vector E  [ Ex , E y , Ez ] . The beam propagates from air into a dielectric
medium with refractive index nr, and the normal direction is uˆn . The angle of refraction
  is determined by Snell’s Law,113 sin’= sin/nr, where θ is the incident angle.
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If the incident beam is perpendicular to the interface between the air and the

dielectric medium, the new wave vector is equal to k  2 nr [l , m, n] , along the same


direction of the incident beam. For an oblique incident beam, three independent equations


are required to determine the new wave vector k  2 nr [l , m, n] in the dielectric


k
medium. The first equation is to define the normalization condition,   1 . The second
k




k
sin  2
) . Finally,
one is related to the angle between k  and uˆn ,   ,   uˆn  cos    1  (
k

nr

 
the third constraint is to confine the three vectors, k , k  and uˆn , to the same plane:


k  uˆn  k
   0.
k
k

Figure 2.2 Schematic illustration of light propagation from air to the dielectric medium.

Likewise, we need to calculate the new polarization vectors in the dielectric medium.
The transmission coefficients from air to a non-magnetic dielectric medium are described
by Fresnel’s equations:113
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2 cos 
 E 
t    
 E  cos    nr cos 

(2.1)

2 cos 
 E 
t||    
 E || cos   nr cos  

(2.2)

where, the subscript  denotes the polarization with the electric field perpendicular to
the plane of incidence (shown in blue in Figure 2.2), and || for the parallel one (shown in
green in Figure 2.2).
If the incident beam is perpendicular to the interface between the air and the


dielectric medium, t  t|| ˆ t , and the new polarization is described as E   t[ Ex , E y , Ez ] .


If the incident beam is oblique, the electric field vector E of the incident beam has to be

 uˆn  k
) and the other is
separated into two components: one is perpendicular ( E  E  
k Sin( )
 
 uˆn  k  k
) to the incident plane. Applying Fresnel’s Equation (2.1) and
parallel ( E||  E   2
k Sin( )

(2.2), the components of the electric field in the dielectric medium can then be calculated
as



uˆn  k 
E  t E 
k' sin 

and

 

uˆn  k   k 
,
E||  t|| E||  2
k  sin 

respectively. Therefore, the new

polarization vector is obtained as



E '  E '  E '||  [ E 'x , E ' y , E 'z ]
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(2.3)

Figure 2.3 Schematic illustration of the four-beam HL in the umbrella configuration.

With both wave vectors and polarization parameters for an arbitrary single beam
defined in the dielectric medium, we investigated the effects of refraction on the
interference intensity profile of four-beam HL in an umbrella configuration (Figure 2.3).
In our experiment, the laser source (diode-pumped Nd:YVO4 laser from Coherent,
wavelength λ = 532 nm) was split into four beams, where the central beam was rightcircularly polarized and perpendicular to the surface of the photoresist SU-8 (n ~1.6 at λ
= 532 nm), and the other three were linearly polarized and oblique at 39o relative to the
central one. The circular polarization of the central beam distributes equal intensity to the
surrounding beams and has been widely used in the fabrication of 3D PCs by HL.50,61 The
intensity ratio between the central beam and the side beams was 2:1:1:1. It is noted that
no prism or index matching liquid was used in our optical setup, thus, the incident beams
reached the surface of SU-8 film directly. The original parameters in air and the
calculated new wave vectors and polarization vectors in the SU-8 for the four-beam
umbrella HL are summarized in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1 Wave vectors and polarization vectors in air and SU-8 using interference
lithography with visible light (λ = 532 nm).
Medium
Refractive index

Wave vectors

Polarization
vectors

Air
1.0

SU-8
1.6

2 1
1
1

k0 
[
,
,
];

3
3
3

2 * 1.6 1
1
1

[
,
,
];
k 0 

3
3
3

2
5
1
1

k1 
[
,
,
];
 3 3 3 3 3 3

2 * 1.6

k1 
[0.852, 0.371, 0.371];

2
1
5
1

k2 
[
,
,
];
 3 3 3 3 3 3

2 * 1.6

k 2 
[0.371, 0.852, 0.371];

2
1
1
5

k3 
[
,
,
].
 3 3 3 3 3 3

E 0  2 [circular polarization];

E1  [ 0.25, 0.345, 0.905];

E 2  [0.905, 0.25, 0.345];

E3  [0.345, 0.905, 0.25].





2 * 1.6

k 3 
[0.371, 0.371, 0.852].




E 0

E1

E 2

E3

 1.088 [circular polarization];
 0.715 [ 0.484, 0.286, 0.827];
 0.715 [0.827, 0.484, 0.286];
 0.715 [0.286, 0.827, 0.484].

2.2.2 Interference intensity profiles in air and polymer film

The stationary intensity profile created by the interference of multiple coherent
beams is given by
  
 N 1 N 1  
I (r )   El  Em* exp[i (kl  km )  r ]

(2.4)

l 0 m0

For N=4, Equation (2.4) is rewritten as
3
  
  
 
 

I (r )  I 0  2  {Re( El  Em* ) cos[(kl  km )  r ]  Im( El  Em* ) sin[(kl  km )  r ]}
l ,m0
l m

3

where I 0   El .
2

l 0
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(2.5)

Since the circular polarization has no preferred direction, it can be projected in two

arbitrary perpendicular directions in the plane normal to the wave vector k0 , which is

denoted as the A plane.

E
E
E0  0 aˆ  i 0 bˆ
2
2

(2.6)

where, â and b̂ are two perpendicular directions in the A plane, and the + and – signs
represent right- and left-handed rotation, respectively.






To determine the coefficients E0  E j* (j=1, 2, 3), the polarization vector E j is
projected on the A plane:

 in A 
 k0
E j  E j  (E j   )
k0


k0

k0

(2.7)


Assuming the angle between E j in A and the â axis is θj,
 
E 
E0  E j *  0 E j in A (cos[ j ]  i sin[ j ])
2

(2.8)

and
  
  
 
 
Re( E0  E j * ) cos[(k0  k j )  r ]  Im( E0  E j * ) sin[(k0  k j )  r ]
  
E 
 0 E j in A cos[(k0  k j )  r   j ]
2

(2.9)





Given the angle between the Ei in A and E j in A as αij (from Ei in A to E j in A ,

anticlockwise is positive, clockwise is negative, and αii=0), we would have αij=θj – θi (i, j
= 1, 2, 3).
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Since the three surrounding beams were linearly polarized in our optical setup,


E j  E *j (j=1, 2, 3), and Equation (2.5) can be rewritten as
3
3
  
  
 
E 

I (r )  I 0  2 { 0 Ei in A cos[(k0  ki )  r  i ]   ( Ei  E j ) cos[(ki  k j )  r ]}
2
i 1
i , j 1

(2.10)

i j

In Equation (2.10), the phase factor θj (j=1, 2, 3) can be simultaneously eliminated
  

 3 
by a translation of the origin by     j j , where  j satisfies (k0  ki )  j   ij ,
j 1

where  ij =1 for i=j, and  ij =0 for ij. After this shift, the intensity profile in Equation
 
(2.10) can be rewritten as I (r   ) , in which the phase terms are
   
   3 
  
  
( k0  ki )  (r   )  i  (k0  ki )  (r    j j )  i  (k0  ki )  r  i  i  (k0  ki )  r

(2.11)

j 1

3
 
  
 
 
  

 
(ki  k j )  (r   )  (ki  k j )  r  [( k0  k j )  ( k0  ki )]    s s  (ki  k j )  r   ij

(2.12)

s 1

 
and the intensity profile I (r   ) is simplified to
3
3
  
  
 
E 

I (r )  I 0  2*{ 0 Ei in A cos[(k0  ki )  r ]   ( Ei  E j ) cos[(ki  k j )  r   ij ]}
2
i 1
i , j 1

(2.13)

i j

where the – (or +) sign is for the optical system with a right- (or left-) circularly polarized


central beam, and I left (r )  I right (r ) . From Equation (2.13), it is clear that the intensity

profiles are independent of the phase factor θj induced by the circular polarization.

It is important to note that the intensity profile does not change by the signs of  E j

(j=1, 2, 3), which are indistinguishable in the experiment. According to Equation (2.13),
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the first four terms remain the same no matter whether we reverse any one, two or all

 
three directions of E j . In the last three terms, however, when the sign of Ei  E j changes,

the

αij

would

have

a

phase

shift

of



,

that

is

  
  
 
 
( Ei  E j ) cos[(ki  k j )  r  ( ij   )]  ( Ei  E j ) cos[( ki  k j )  r   ij ] . Hence, Equation (2.13)


would be identical for any combination of the polarization vectors  E j .
Table 2.2 Lattice parameters for the interference patterns in air and in SU-8 (c = 2π/d
and d = 1.38µm).
Medium

Reciprocal lattice
vectors

Real lattice vectors


b1  c[ 1, 1, 1];

b2  c[1, 1, 1];

b3  c[1, 1, 1].

SU-8 (considering refraction
effect only)


b1  c[ 1.140, 0.860, 0.860];

b2  c[0.860, 1.140, 0.860];

b3  c[0.860, 0.860, 1.140];

SU-8 (considering both
refraction and film shrinkage)

b1  c[ 1.006, 0.994, 0.994];

b2  c[0.994, 1.006, 0.994];

b3  c[0.994, 0.994, 1.006];


a1  0.5 d [0, 1, 1];


a1  0.743d [0.327, 1, 1];


a 1  0.506 d [0.013, 1, 1];


a 2  0.5 d [1, 0, 1];


a 2  0.743d [1, 0.327, 1];


a 2  0.506 d [1, 0.013, 1];


a3  0.5 d [1, 1, 0].


a3  0.743d [1, 1, 0.327];


a3  0.506 d [1, 1, 0.013];

Air

Plot of real lattices

Translational
symmetry
Lattice constant d
(µm)

a j (µm)
Angle between


ai & a j
Distance between
the nearest lattice
points in (111)
plane (µm)
Distance between
the adjacent lattice
planes in [111]
direction h111 (µm)
Space groups of
the corresponding
level surfaces

Fcc

Rhombohedral

Rhombohedral

1.38

1.78

1.39

0.98

1.49

0.99

60o

38.3o

59.1o

0.98

0.98

0.98

0.80

1.38

0.81

No. 166 ( R 3 m )

No.155 (R32)

No.155 (R32)
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2.3 Results and discussion
2.3.1 Effect of refraction on lattice parameters and level surfaces: theoretical
analysis

From the beam parameters in air and SU-8 (Table 2.1), we calculated the
corresponding reciprocal and real lattices based on the method described in reference
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(see Table 2.2 for respective lattice parameters). The interference pattern in air was
designed to have fcc translational symmetry. However, after considering the influence of
refraction, the lattice was stretched along the [111] direction and became rhombohedral
in SU-8. For the simplicity of comparing the two lattices, we kept the four lattice points
in the rhombohedral unit cell the same as those in fcc. The lattice constants are d = 1.38
µm for the fcc, and d’ = 1.78 µm for the rhombohedral lattice, respectively. The two
lattices were plotted to scale and the corresponding lattice parameters are summarized in
Table 2.2. In the plots, the red arrows represent the basis vectors of the primary lattices,
which have length of 0.98 µm for fcc and 1.49 µm for rhombohedral lattice, respectively.
It is known the angle between the lattices basis vectors of fcc is 60o. Due to refraction,
this angle changes to 38.3o in SU-8 because of the elongation in [111] direction. To
quantify the difference between the two lattices, we compared the changes in the (111)
plane and [111] direction. The (111) planes are shown as green triangles. We found that
the distance between the nearest neighbors remained the same for both lattices (0.98 µm),
indicating that there was no lattice distortion in the (111) plane. However, due to
refraction from air to SU-8, the distance between the adjacent lattice planes in the [111]
direction increased from 0.80 µm (fcc in air) to 1.38 µm (rhombohedra in SU-8). At the
same time the shape of the pattern changes. More discussion will be given later in the text.
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The change of lattice parameters due to refraction in turn alters the level surface that
describes the structure symmetry. Given the central beam is right-circularly polarized, the
level surfaces in air and in SU-8 were derived from the interference intensity profile
[Equation (2.13)] as the following:
2
2
2

Fair (r )  cos[ ( x  y  z )]  cos[ ( x  y  z )]  cos[ ( x  y  z )]
d
d
d

(2.14)

2
2

FSU8 (r )  cos[
(1.140 x  0.860 y  0.860 z )]  cos[
(0.860 x  1.140 y  0.860 z )]
d
d
2
2

 cos[
(0.860 x  0.860 y  1.140 z )]  0.301 cos[  2( x  y )  ]
d
d
3

2

2
 0.301 cos[  2( y  z )  ]  0.301 cos[  2( z  x)  ]
3
d
3
d
(2.15)
where d = 3 3 / 2 =1.38 µm. The structure is defined as


F (r )  t for dielectric, and F (r )  t for air

(2.16)

where t is a constant to control the filling volume fraction. In the case that the central




beam is left-circularly polarized, the level surfaces comply with Fleft (r )  Fright ( r ) since


I left (r )  I right (  r ) according to Equation (2.13). Here, only the right-circular polarization

is discussed.
The symmetries of the interference patterns in air and SU-8 could be investigated from
the corresponding level surfaces. Equation (2.14) describes a three-term diamond-like
structure in air, which belongs to space group No.166 ( R3m ) 31 with inversed symmetry,




that is Fair (r )  Fair (r ) . For the symmetry of the level surface in SU-8 as described by
Equation (2.15), we applied the method used in reference
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31

assuming xr = -1.140x +

0.860y + 0.860z, yr = 0.860x-1.140y+0.860z, and zr = 0.860x+0.860y-1.140z. Equation
(2.15) can be simplified as
2
2
2

FSU8 (rr )  cos(
xr )  cos(
yr )  cos(
zr )
d
d
d
2
2
2
 v{cos[ ( xr  yr )]  cos[ ( yr  zr )]  cos[ ( zr  xr )]}
d
d
d
2
2
2
 q{sin[ ( xr  yr )]  sin[ ( yr  zr )]  sin[ ( zr  xr )]}
d
d
d
No
.155
No
.155
No
.155
+v A
 q B
 A
100

110

110

(2.17)
where v = 0.301cos(p/3), q = 0.301sin(p/3),
No.155
A hkl
 [cos(hxr  kyr  lzr )  cos(lxr  hyr  kzr )  cos(kxr  lyr  hzr )]

+[cos(kxr  hyr  lzr )  cos(lxr  kyr  hzr )  cos(hxr  lyr  kzr )]

and
No.155
B hkl
 [sin(hxr  kyr  lzr )  sin(lxr  hyr  kzr )  sin(kxr  lyr  hzr )]

 [sin(kxr  hyr  lzr )  sin(lxr  kyr  hzr )  sin(hxr  lyr  kzr )]

.

No.155
, which is invariant under the symmetry operations
The geometric structure factor Fhkl

No.155
No.155
No.155 114,115
.
of the corresponding space group, can be written as Fhkl
 A hkl
 iBhkl

Therefore, the structure of the interference pattern in SU-8 is consistent with No.155




(R32), which has no inversion symmetry, that is, FSU8 (r )  FSU8 (r ) .
The structures in air and in SU-8 are plotted in Figure 2.4, assuming tair = tSU-8 = 0,
corresponding to a filling fraction of 50% and 48%, respectively. Each pattern consists of
eight unit cells (see Figure 2.4 insets), and all the surfaces belong to the {100} family
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planes. The level surface from SU-8 shown in Figure 2.4 (b) clearly illustrates the
elongation in the [111] direction by the influence of refraction compared with that in air
[Figure 2.4 (a)].
a

b

[001]
[010]

[001]

[100]

[010]

[100]

Figure 2.4 Level surfaces of (a) three-term diamond-like structure in air described by
Equation (2.14), tair=0, the filling fraction of dielectric materials is 50%, and (b) distorted
SU-8 structure described by Equation (2.15), tSU-8=0, the filling fraction of SU-8 is 48%.
All surfaces belong to the {100} family planes. The unit length on the 3D frame of (a) is
d/2, where the lattice constant, d =1.38 μm, and that of (b) is d’/2, and d’ =1.78 μm.
Insets: corresponding unit cells.

To quantitatively analyze the change of the resulting interference structures in the
(111) plane and the [111] direction, we cut the level surfaces in the (111), (110 ) and
( 112 ) planes, which are perpendicular to each other as shown in Figure 2.5. The
elongation in the [111] direction is clear from the ( 110 ) and (112 ) planes: the distance
between the adjacent lattice planes in the [111] direction is h111=0.80 µm in air and
h’111=1.38 µm in the distorted SU-8 structure. Similar to the discussion in lattice
parameters, the distance between the holes in the (111) plane remained the same, 0.98 µm,
for both structures in air and in SU-8. However, the triangular-like hole array in the (111)
plane was found rotated ~30o in the distorted SU-8 structure since the motifs of the two
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structures were different. Our calculation suggested that the rotation was caused by the
interference terms between the three oblique surrounding beams, which disappeared in
the air since the three polarization vectors of the side beams were pairwise perpendicular
to each other.

Figure 2.5 Level surfaces of (a) three-term diamond-like structure in air with filling
fraction of the dielectric materials as 50% [Equation (2.14), tair=0], and (b) distorted SU-8
structure with the filling fraction of SU-8 as 48% [Equation (2.15), tSU-8=0]. In both
images, the top surface is the (111) plane, the left side is the (112 ) plane, and the right
side is the (110 ) plane. The unit length in the 3D frames: d = 1.38 μm. Insets: 2D cut of
the top surfaces.
2.3.2 Comparison between theoretical values and experimental results

To validate the theoretical prediction and investigate the contributions of refraction
and possible film shrinkage to the structure distortion, we fabricated 3D SU-8 structures
following the procedure reported in reference

61

(see parameters in Table 2.1, with the

central beam right-circularly polarized). To prevent pattern collapse of the 3D porous
film during air drying, we dried the film using supercritical CO2 dryer (SAMDRI-PVT3D from tousimis) after the development. As seen in Figure 2.6 (a), the top surface (111)
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plane tilted by 30o in the fabricated SU-8 structure as predicted. From the SEM images,
we measured the distance between the holes in the (111) plane as ~ 0.97 µm, which was
close to the calculated value, 0.98 µm. The lattice period in the [111] direction was
measured as ~ 0.81 µm from SEM by milling the film using focused-ion-beam (FIB). The
result was much smaller than the calculated 1.38 µm, but nearly identical to that in air,
0.80 µm. The significant difference between experiment and theory may be attributed to
the

large

shrinkage

of

SU-8

during

the

lithographic

process,

including

photopolymerization and solvent development steps51. The shrinkage problem is wellknown in the application of negative-tone resists (e.g. epoxy and acrylates)116. Upon
exposure to light, the low-molecular weight SU-8 resin polymerizes and crosslinks into
an infinite network based on a cationic ring opening reaction, leading to shrinkage in the
film. The percentage of shrinkage depends on the level of epoxy functionality involved in
photocrosslinking, the exposure dosage and post-exposure bake time and temperature. In
addition, during development, the organic solvent would swell the crosslinked film,
which further distorts the patterned film after drying. We note that the distortion caused
by resist shrinkage is different from the pattern collapse caused by capillary force exerted
during development, rinsing and drying steps, which is dependent on the wetting contact
angle, surface tension of the developer/rinsing solvent, and pattern geometry. For the
later, it can be addressed by the use of supercritical drying30,117 or the selection of a
solvent with a sufficiently large contact angle118. However, these methods do not alleviate
the film shrinkage, which is dependent on the photoresist chemistry and the film
crosslinking density.
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Figure 2.6 (a) Close-up SEM image of the fabricated SU-8 structure with the top surface
tilted by 30o. The cross-section is FIB milled perpendicular to the (111) plane. The green
dotted lines indicate four adjacent (111) lattice planes. Taking into account the viewing
angle (60o), the distance between the adjacent lattice planes in the [111] direction is
h111=0.81 µm. The top (111) plane is partially melted by the ion beam. Inset: the (111)
plane before FIB milling. (b) Distorted SU-8 structure described by Equation (2.18) with
a filling fraction of 48% (t’SU-8=0) by considering both refraction and film shrinkage. The
top surface is the (111) plane, the left one is the (112 ) plane, and the right one is the (110 )
plane. The unit length of the frame is d = 1.38 μm. Inset: the unit cell. (c) The bottom
layer of the SU-8 structure. (d) 2D cut of the (111) plane from Figure 2.6 (b).

If we define the shrinkage as sr = (ccal – cexp)/ccal, the shrinkage is ~ 1% in the (111)
plane, and ~ 41% in the [111] direction, respectively, which agrees well with the results
from a different SU-8 structure patterned by HL51. Since the bottom layer of SU-8 film
was confined by the substrate while the perpendicular direction was free, it is not
surprising that the 3D structure shrank anisotropically.
Considering both refraction effect and resist shrinkage with respect to the resulting
HL polymer structure, we modified Equation (2.15) by taking the following steps to
construct a new level surface:
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Step 1, rotate the [111] direction to any axis of x, y or z,
Step 2, compressing a specific axis along [111] direction while keeping the other
two axes fixed, and
Step 3, rotate everything back to the original coordinates.
For simplicity, we assume that the SU-8 film was crosslinked uniformly and shrank
uniformly ~ 41% along the [111] direction. Therefore, the new level surface can be
constructed as
2
2

 (r )  cos[
(1.006 x  0.994 y  0.994 z )]  cos[
(0.994 x  1.006 y  0.994 z )]
FSU8
d
d
2
2

(0.994 x  0.994 y  1.006 z )]  0.301cos[  2( x  y )  ]
 cos[
3
d
d

2

2
 0.301cos[  2( y  z )  ]  0.301cos[  2( z  x)  ]
3
3
d
d
(2.18)
where d = 1.38 µm. Equation (2.18) also shows a noninversion symmetric structure and
belongs to the space group No.155 (R32), which is plotted in Figure 2.6 (b) with t’SU-8=0,
corresponding to a filling fraction of 48%.
The lattice parameters of the structure given in Equation (2.18) are calculated (Table
2.2). After considering both effects (refraction and film shrinkage), the reconstructed SU8 structure is close to the fcc lattice in air except that the triangular-like hole array in the
(111) plane rotates by ~30o [Figure 2.6 (c) and (d)]. This implies that the resist shrinkage
nearly compensates the lattice stretching due to refraction of the wave vectors but not
polarization vectors. It is interesting to note that the air holes in the top surface [inset in
Figure 2.6 (a)] appeared more rounded than those in the bottom layer [Figure 2.6 (c)].
This can again be explained by the film shrinkage. The air holes in the top surface were
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allowed to expanded to a more circular shape to minimize the surface energy, whereas
the bottom layer of the resist film was confined by the substrate, therefore, appeared more
triangular as defined by the interference pattern.
2.3.3 Influence of structure distortion on photonic bandgap properties

Figure 2.7 High-symmetry points of the Brillouin zone of the distorted structure
[Equations (2.15) and (2.18)] belonged to space group No.155 (R32).

Since polymers typically have low refractive indices, the HL patterned polymer
structures are often used as templates for backfilling of high index materials to realize
complete PBGs.61 Here, we chose silicon with a dielectric constant of 13 as the
backfilling materials and calculated the PBG properties using the MIT Photonic-Band
Package119 based on the level surfaces described by Equations (2.14), (2.15) and (2.18),
respectively. We and others have shown that complete filling of HL patterned
bicontinuous structures through top-down approaches, such as CVD process61 and atomic
layer deposition (ALD)120 are challenging: the pore sizes are not uniform and the
narrowest channel pinches off (i.e., disconnect) before reaching the maximum filling
fraction due to the formation of a core-shell structure.121 Alternatively, wet chemistry
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methods may offer promise to improve the filling fraction.121 Since the focus of this
paper is to study the structure distortion during HL patterning and its impact on PBG
properties, here, we assume that the template is completely filled as commonly practiced
in the literatures.26,31,56,122

Figure 2.8 PBG maps of silicon PCs templated from (a) three-term diamond-like
structure [Equation (2.14)] and (b) distorted structure by taking into account of both
refraction and film shrinkage [Equation (2.18)]. Insets: quality factor vs. filling fraction.
Black lines: the gap between the second and third band, and blue lines: the gap between
the seventh and eighth band. dfcc=1.38µm and c0 is the light velocity in vacuum.

The rhombohedral Brillouin zone (BZ) for the distorted structure [No.155 (R32)] is
shown in Figure 2.7, which has larger irreducible BZ than the three-term diamond-like
structure [No.166 ( R3m )] depicted in Ref. [31]. As seen in Figure 2.8(a), the inverse Si
PC templated from the non-distorted three-term diamond-like template [Equation (2.14)]
show two complete PBGs: one between the second and third band with a maximum
quality factor (gap/mid-gap ratio) of 5.3% at an optimum filling fraction fsi=38%, and the
other between the seventh and eighth band with a quality factor peak of 3.7% at fsi=24%.
The refraction at air/film intereface leads to lattice stretching along the [111] direction
[Equation (2.15)], resulting in the loss of complete PBGs. When considering both
refraction and film shrinkage, the complete PBGs reappear [Figure 2.8 (b)]. However,
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because the symmetry of the level surface in SU-8 is lower than that in air, the quality
factor peak decreased to 1.5% at a filling fraction of 36% for the PBG between the
second and third band, and less than 0.2% for PBG between the seventh and eighth band.
Furthermore, the filling fraction range of each PBG shrank, e.g., from fsi = 27% - 57%
(for three-term diamond-like structure) to 28% - 48% (for the distorted structure) between
the second and third band.

2.4 Conclusion

We have quantitatively studied the distortion of a three-term diamond-like structure
fabricated by four-beam holographic lithography from SU-8 resist, which can be
attributed to 1) refraction at the air-film interface, and 2) resist film shrinkage during
lithographic process. To understand the effect of refraction, we compared the interference
intensity profile and reconstructed level surfaces in SU-8 (n ~ 1.6) with those in air (n=1).
Our calculation suggested that the SU-8 lattice was stretched along the [111] direction
but no distortion in the (111) plane in comparison with that in air, and the symmetry of
their level surface decreased from space group No.166 ( R3m ) in air to No.155 (R32) in
SU-8. Therefore, the translational symmetry was decreased from fcc in air to
rhombohedral in SU-8. It also suggested that the SU-8 pattern would rotate by ~ 30o in
the (111) plane away from that in air due to the effects of refraction on polarization. In
experiments, we confirmed the rotation of ~ 30o and almost no change of periodicity in
the (111) plane. However, no elongation in the [111] direction was observed, which was
attributed to SU-8 resist shrinkage during the lithographic process. Because resist
shrinkage could not compensate refraction from the polarization vectors, the overall
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symmetry of the SU-8 structure remained low, No.155 (R32). By considering both
refraction and film shrinkage, we reconstructed the level surface that matched well with
experimental results. Finally, using SU-8 structures as templates for backfilling, we
calculated the PBGs of the inversed distorted 3D Si PCs, and observed decrease of the
quality factors. We believe that the presented quantitative understanding of distortion in
three-term diamond-like SU-8 films can be applied to many other 3D polymer templates
patterned by holographic lithography. It offers the first important step toward rational
design of appropriate optical systems and resist systems for desired photonic crystals with
large complete bandgaps.
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Chapter 3
Fabrication of size-scalable 3D photonic structures via dualbeam multiple exposure and its robustness study
3.1 Introduction

As discussed in the last Chapter, the structural distortion during fabrication can
lower the structural symmetries, thus degrading the PBG qualities of PCs. Therefore, it is
essential to design a robust optical setup to precompensate the refraction effects and film
shrinkage.
There are many possible optical configurations in interference lithography (IL) to
create 3D photonic structure, including four-beam single exposure,24,56,57,59-61 dual-beam
multiple exposure,26,51,58,62-64 phase shifts and multiple exposure of three or four
beams,47,65 and a hybrid five beam configuration.66 Among them, single exposure of four
interference beams is most widely practiced, because it is straightforward and the relative
phases between beams do not change the shape of the interference pattern.56,59 However,
not all structures can find a simple solution of an optical setup that can both eliminate
unnecessary interference and precompensate the structural distortion by this approach
(see detailed discussion in Appendix A on single exposure, four-beam umbrella setup to
create three-term diamond-like SU-8 PCs). In addition, the size of the 3D structure is not
changeable for a fixed exposure wavelength. In comparison, the multi-exposure of twobeam IL approach26,51,63,64 is more versatile to create desired structure symmetries with
tunable sizes. This is because any arbitrary structure can be expanded as a sum of Fourier
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terms, each of which could correspond to a grating arising from the interference of two
beams;26 the lattice size can be tuned by varying the beam angles.
To tackle the shrinkage issue Meisel et al. utilized an elongated interference pattern
during the dual-beam triple exposure to create a precompensated single cubic PC in SU-8
photoresist.51 Nevertheless, little attention has been paid to quantitatively study the
robustness of the optical setup by multiple exposures against the experimental deviations
(e.g. beam misalignment and sample rotation) and unnecessary interference between
beams as seen in multi-beam single exposure setup. Using the three-term diamond-like
SU-8 structure as a target, here we showed that dual-beam triple exposure would not only
allow the flexibility to modulate lattice size, but also eliminate the unwanted interference
between the beams of different gratings while precompensating the distortion.
First, we theoretically designed a triple exposure dual-beam IL to create a
precompensated diamond-like structure and evaluated the influence of the deviation of
beam angles on the lattice constant and symmetry. It was found that the lattice symmetry
of SU-8 structure was quite robust to the experimental errors at different film shrinkage
levels: even at shrinkage of ~ 41%, the fcc symmetry was maintained. However, for
creating a large size structure a small misalignment of the beam angles could lead to a
significant variation of lattice constant. We confirmed the theoretical study in
experimentally fabricated SU-8 three-term diamond-like structures.
3.2 Design of optical setup

It has been shown that in IL fabricated 3D structures, because the photoresist film is
confined on a substrate, where the lateral dimension of the film (l) is much larger than the
film thickness (t) (e.g. l/t @ 5mm/8μm = 625 for our sample), the in-plane shrinkage is
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suppressed and negligible, leading to anisotropic shrinkage along the film thickness.51,59
That is different from the case of two-photon lithography, where l is comparable to t
(typically hundreds of microns). Therefore, the lateral shrinkage in the latter case should
be considered123,124 and a prefabricated rigid support around the film is often used to
minimize the shrinkage and prevent pattern collapse.69

Figure 3.1 (a) Illustration of two-beam interference lithography with the sample fixed on
a rotation stage. The black dashed shows the normal of the photoresist film and the red
dashed is the bisector of the two laser beams. (b-f) Construction of three-term diamondlike lattice via dual-beam triple exposure and unidirectionally photoresist shrinkage. (b)(d) A set of one-dimensional lattice planes obtained from the corresponding three dualbeam exposures. (e) By combining the three exposures from (b) to (d), an elongated
three-term diamond-like rhombohedral light intensity distribution with the (111) plane
parallel to the substrate is generated in the photoresist. (f) After shrinkage in the [111]
direction, the final structure has an fcc translational symmetry.

Since the unidirectional shrinkage in IL fabricated film could distort the structure
and thus degrade the photonic band gap (PBG) properties,51 it is critical to design proper
beam geometry such that the shrinkage of photoresist would be precompensated by a
spatially elongated interference intensity profile. As a proof-of-concept, we studied the
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three-term diamond-like structure, which belonged to space group R 3 m (No.166).31 Its
level surface is
2
2
2

F ( r )  cos[ (  x  y  z )]  cos[
( x  y  z )]  cos[ ( x  y  z )]
d
d
d

(3.1)

where d is the lattice constant of the face-centered cubic (fcc) lattice, and x, y, z axes are
along the [100], [010] and [001] directions, respectively, and the [111] direction is
perpendicular to the substrate. Assuming that the film is uniformly crosslinked and the
shrinkage across the film depth is consistent, which is reasonable for SU-8 films with
film thickness less than 100 m, we reconstruct the level surface for the elongated
interference pattern in a new reference frame with the x , y , z axes along [ 1 12 ], [1 10 ]
and [111] directions, respectively (Figure 3.1):
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(3.2)

where sr is the anticipated photoresist shrinkage.
The level surface described by Equation (3.2) can be considered as a combination of
three independent gratings. A dual-beam triple exposure setup was designed (see Figure
3.1) to fabricate the diamond-like structure because (1) the beams of different gratings
would not interfere with one another, (2) the structure size could be tuned by modulating
the incident beam angles, and (3) the relative phases of the laser beams could be
simultaneously eliminated by a translation of the origin.56,59 It is worth mentioning that
the phase difference between the beams for each exposure has to considered for four or
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more exposures.68 The sample was placed on a rotational sample stage and was rotated
around the z axis by an angle of 120° between every two exposures. The highest contrast
between the minimal and maximal intensities of interference pattern can be achieved by
setting the two laser beams with the same polarized direction and intensity.
3.2.1 Derivation of incident beam angles

The interference intensity profile of the dual-beam triple exposure (Figure 3.1) can
be constructed as
3

 
 2  2
 

I (r )   { Ei1  Ei2  2 Ei1  Ei2 cos[(ki2  ki1 )  r ]}
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 plane parallel to the photoresist film, and z axis is the direction
where A denotes the xy
perpendicular to the sample surface. The symbol of prime indicates the parameters in the
photoresist.   is the angle of the two laser beams in photoresist, and  is the angle
between the normal and the bisector.
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By comparing intensity profile [Equation (3.3)] with the desirable level surface
[Equation (3.2)], we obtain
k z / kin A  tan  

k 
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The beam incidence angles in SU-8, φ1' and φ2', are

1   


2

, 2   


2

(3.10)

When prisms and/or index matching liquids are not applied, to precompensate the
refraction at the air/photoresist interface, it is necessary to convert the parameters into the
air using Snell’s law:

 j  arcsin(nr sin  j ) ,

j = 1, 2

(3.11)

If either φ1’ or φ2’ is higher than the critical angle of total internal reflection, 38.68°
for SU-8 (nr=1.6), prism and/or index matching liquids will be needed to precompensate
the refractive effect.
3.2.2 Shrinkage precompensation and lattice size scalability

To study the influence of beam angle deviation on lattice constant and symmetry, we
rewrite Equations (3.8) and (3.9) as
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sr  1  2 2 tan 

d



8  (1  sr ) 2

2nr

3 sin(  / 2)

(3.12)

(3.13)

Clearly, Γ’ is only dependent on sr, and θ’ determines the lattice constant d [Figure
3.2 (a, c)]. Here, we focus on 0§sr<1 although the above relationship is applicable to sr<0,
corresponding to the film expansion.
The shrinkage sr is highly dependent on specific material systems, for example,
~41%

for

SU-8,51,59

~48%

for

epoxy-functionalized

polyhedral

oligomeric

silsesquioxanes,125 and ~6% for poly(glycidyl methacrylate)60 obtained from 3D cubic
structures. We note that sr and Γ’ almost follow a linear relationship within the region of
0§sr<1 (i.e., 0<Γ’<19.47°). The deviation of precompensated shrinkage can be calculated
from Equation (3.12) as
sr
2 2

cos 2 


(3.14)

As seen in Figure 3.2(b), |Δsr| would be ~0.05 if Γ’ has a deviation of 1°. Here, the
positive and negative signs of Δsr correspond to under- and over-compensation,
respectively.
Figure 3.2(c) demonstrates the relationship of the lattice constant d vs. θ’ and sr. In
principle, d can vary from ~λ/nr to infinity when θ’ approaches to zero, while the
accessible structure size in experiment will be limited by the film thickness, the light
absorption along film depth and the resolution and contrast of photoresist. We note that
when θ’  0 a small deviation of the beam angles can lead to a significant variation of
lattice constant. The detailed discussion can be found later.
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Figure 3.2 (a) Angle between the normal and the bisector, Γ’ as a function of the
photoresist shrinkage during fabrication, sr. (b) Error of the compensated shrinkage
caused by the deviation of Γ’ for materials at different Γ’ values. (c) Lattice constant d vs.
two-beam angle θ’ and shrinkage sr. (d) Error of lattice constant caused by the deviation
of θ’ at different θ’ values. (e) az/az0 vs. sr for various values of ΔΓ’ within the region of
srœ[0, 0.9].
3.3 Study of robustness of optical setup

Although the anisotropic film shrinkage and refraction effect have been considered
here, misalignment of two incident beams and/or accuracy of the rotation stage in
multiple exposure of dual-beam IL could result in structural deviation from the
theoretical design. The commercial rotation stage (PRM1-Z7E, Thorlabs) used in our
experiments has a high resolution of 1 arcsec (=1°/3600 @ 0.000278°),126 which is
negligible compared to the angle of ration between two exposures, 120°. Errors from the
deviation of the normal direction of the photoresist surface from the ideal z axis due to
wobbling of the rotation stage, so called wobble effect, could also be ignored since most
commercial motorized rotation stages have a wobble angle < 0.01°.68 Therefore, here we
focus on quantitative study of the errors caused by beam misalignment, and decouple its
effect on the lattice constant and symmetry of the final structure.
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First, we assume that the air/photoresist interface is perpendicular to the rotational
axis (i.e., z axis) [see Figure 3.1(a)], the shrinkage is perfectly compensated, and the
deviation of the angle between the two beams is Δθ’. The relative error of lattice constant
d can be derived from Equation (3.13) as
d /  
cot(  / 2)

2
d

As seen in Figure 3.2(d),

(3.15)

d /  
approaches to zero for a large θ’, but dramatically
d

increases to infinity when θ’  0, that is, a small deviation of θ’ can result in a
significant variation of the lattice constant at a small θ’.
Previously, we have shown that fcc lattice would change to rhombohedra by
unidirectional shrinkage of the photoresist film.59 To study the beam misalignment effect
to the symmetry of the final structure, we calculate the change of the periodicity in the
[111] direction (i.e., z axis):
az
1  sr
2 2(1  sr )
sin  cos 



az 0 1  sr  sr 2 2(1  sr )  ( sr 2  2 sr  9) sin  cos   

(3.16)

where az0 and az represent the theoretical and experimental values, respectively. For

az/az0=1 (i.e., Δsr=0 and ΔΓ’=0) to the structure is perfectly compensated, whereas
az/az0<1 (i.e., Δsr<0 and ΔΓ’>0) corresponds to spatially shrinkage, and az/az0>1 (i.e.,
Δsr>0 and ΔΓ’<0) to the spatially elongation. Figure 3.2(e) shows the relationship of

az/az0 vs. sr for various values of ΔΓ’ within the region of srœ[0, 0.9], which is reasonable
for most of photoresist materials. For SU-8, to precompensate unidirectional film
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shrinkage (sr = 0.41), Γ’ is set as 11.78°, and az/az0œ(0.92, 1.09) for |ΔΓ’|<1°,

az/az0œ(0.96, 1.05) for |ΔΓ’|<0.5°, az/az0œ(0.99, 1.01) for |ΔΓ’|<0.1° [Figure 3.2(e)],
suggesting that the final structure could be maintained reasonably close to the fcc lattice
as long as 0<|ΔΓ’|<1°. The setup would become more robust for the photoresist system
with lower shrinkage.

3.4 Experimental confirmation

To validate the theoretical prediction, we chose the two pairs of incident beam
angles: (1) φ1’=0, φ2’=23.6° [φ1=0, φ2=39.8° in air], and (2) φ1’=4.9°, φ2’=18.7° [φ1=7.8°,

φ2=30.9° in air], to fabricate three-term diamond-like structures with the theoretical
prediction of lattice constants of 1.36 μm and 2.30 μm, respectively (Figure 3.3). The
detailed discussion of how to control the incident angles can be found in the Appendix.
The photoresist solution (~ 58 wt%) from mixture of Epon SU-8 and 2.0 wt%
photoinitiator, Irgacure 261 (from Ciba Specialty Chemicals) in -butyrolactone (GBL,
Aldrich) was spin-coated on a clean glass substrate at 1500 rpm for 30 s. The photoresist
film was pre-exposure baked at 65 °C for 2 min and 95 °C for 10 min. The film was
exposed to the superimposed dual laser beams (=532nm, Coherent Verdi V6, laser
output of 1.5W) ~2.4 sec for each exposure. The laser beam size was expanded to ~ 6
mm in diameter to ensure considerable size of intersect of all three exposures. After postexposure bake (PEB) at 65 °C for 3 min and 95 °C for 3 min, respectively, the film was
developed in propylene glycol monomethyl ether acetate (Aldrich), followed by drying in
a supercritical CO2 dryer (SAMDRI-PVT-3D, tousimis). The fabricated structures were
characterized using the scanning electron microscope (SEM) and the cross-section was
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ion milled perpendicular to the top surface [i.e., (111) plane] using the focus-ion-beam
(FIB, FEI Strata DB235) (Figure 3.3).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.3 SEM images of three-term diamond-like SU-8 structures. (a) (c) top surface
of the structure with lattice constant of 1.34 μm and 2.38 μm, respectively. Insets: the
simulation structures. (b) (d) the corresponding cross sections of (a) and (c) with the top
surface tilted by 52°. The cross-sections are FIB milled perpendicular to the (111) plane.
The green dash lines indicate the adjacent lattice planes in [111] direction. Taking into
account the viewing angle (38°), the distance between the adjacent lattice planes in the
[111] direction is (b) h111=0.73 μm and (d) h111=1.36 μm, and hence the periodicities in
[111] direction (az= 3 h111) is (b) az=2.19 μm and (c) az=4.08 μm. Scale bars: 2 μm.

The distance between the holes in (111) plane (axy) and the periodicity in the [111]
direction (az) were measured from the SEM images and compared with calculation. As
seen from Table 3.1, the lattice parameters of fabricated structures closely match the
theoretical design with slight deviation of the lattice constant, 1.6% and 3.4% for d = 1.34
and 2.38 μm, respectively. Importantly, and the fcc symmetry was nearly maintained,

az/az0 = 0.99 for d = 2.38 μm and az/az0 = 0.92 for d = 1.34 μm.
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Table 3.1 Comparison of theoretical and experimental parameters for three-term
diamond-like SU-8 structures under different incident angles.a
Incident angles
Pitch in (111)
plane, axy (μm)
Periodicity in
[111] direction az
(μm)
Lattice constant
d (μm)
Deviation of
lattice symmetry
(az/az0)

φ1=0, φ2=39.8° φ1’=0, φ2’=23.6°
Theoretical
Experimental
Relative
prediction
value
deviation

φ1=7.8°, φ2=30.9° φ1’=4.9°, φ2’=18.7°
Theoretical
Experimental
Relative
prediction
value
deviation

0.96

0.97

1.0%

1.63

1.69

3.7%

2.35

2.19

6.9%

3.98

4.08

2.4%

1.36

1.34

1.6%

2.30

2.38

3.4%

1

0.92

1

0.99

a

For fcc lattice, the pitch in (111) plane axy = d/ 2 , and the periodicity in [111]
direction az = 3 d. For the rhombohedral lattice, the lattice constant d = (4axy2/3+
az2/9)1/2. The relative deviation is defined as |ctheo-cexp|/ctheo. To study the deviation of
lattice symmetry from fcc, the experimental value of periodicity in [111] direction az is
compared to the desirable one az0 = 6 axy.
3.5 Conclusion

We theoretically designed dual-beam multiple exposure IL to fabricate 3D photonic
structures with scalable sizes and investigated the robustness of the optical setup against
errors. Minimal distortion could be achieved by carefully selecting the angle between the
bisector of the two beams and the normal of the sample surface to precompensate the
anisotropic shrinkage. A small deviation of incident beam angles, however, might lead to
a significant change of structural size when the angle between the two incident beams
was small for a large lattice constant. The lattice symmetry of SU-8 structure was
relatively robust to the deviation of beam angles. We then fabricated the three-term
diamond-like structures with different periodicities through modulation of the angle
between the incident beams and demonstrated that the lattice size and symmetry were
reasonably close to the theoretical design. We believe the quantitative study presented
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here can be applied to designing other 3D photonic structures of interests while offering
both flexibility in optics and robustness against experimental errors.
Besides the three-term diamond-like structure, we recently demonstrated the
fabrication of four-term diamond structure, which belongs to space group Fd 3 m (No.
227) and offers a large complete PBG (Gap/Mid-gap = 27% for Si PCs), by two-beam
quadruple exposure.68 Therefore, dual-beam multiple exposure is an efficient method to
fabricate various types of 3D photonic structures.
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Chapter 4.
2D photonic crystals with anisotropic unit cells imprinted from
PDMS membranes under elastic deformation
4.1 Introduction

In comparison to the three-dimensional (3D) PCs, 2D PC slabs offer efficient
alternatives that can retain or approximate many of the desirable properties of 3D PCs,
and be mass producible over a large area with submicron resolution.32,33 The most widely
studied 2D PCs are square and triangular lattices with isotropic circular-shaped unit
cells.5,32-35 However, there have been comparatively few studies of 2D PCs with
anisotropic unit cells except recent work demonstrating control of the polarization modes
of the emitted light.36
2D PC slabs are typically fabricated by conventional photolithography, electron
beam lithography, and focused ion beam techniques, which require expensive tools and
sometimes are only applicable to limited areas. Recently, our group and others have
demonstrated a simple yet robust method to produce orientationally modulated 2D
patterns via pattern transformation triggered by elastomeric deformation.39,40,97 Solventinduced swelling instabilities of a single poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) membrane with
a square lattice of micrometer-scale circular holes yield a library of 2D patterns with
submicron resolution, including square- or rectangular-lattices with orientationally
modulated elliptical-shaped motifs (i.e. diamond plate), compound structures consisting
of circles and elliptical lines, and a rectangular lattice of aligned ovals.40 By imposing an
external elastic force that competes with internal stresses and manipulating the volume
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expansion ratio of the PDMS membrane using different swelling agents (e.g. organic
solvents vs. monomers), we can fine-tune the structural details of the 2D patterns. The
resulting patterns can then be used as etch masks to transfer the transformed patterns to
semiconductors (e.g. Si), metals (e.g. Au), and polymer films.
Here, we study the photonic bandgap (PBGs) of the corresponding 2D Si PCs as a
function of the structural symmetries of the resulting patterns, and their tolerance to
structural deviation during fabrication. In a diamond plate structure with fatter ellipses,
where the transformed pattern is imprinted from poly(ethylene glycol dimethacrylate)
(PEGDMA), we find that the lowest transverse magnetic (TM) bandgap exhibits a high
PBG quality, and in contrast to the square lattice with circular posts there are two
additional gaps in TM modes [Figure 4.2 (c)]. In a compound lattice with both 6-fold and
2-fold rotational symmetries, we observe significantly different PBG properties from the
rest of the structures, which is, however, close to that of a lattice with 6-fold symmetry,
and exhibits high quality TM gaps between the 2nd and 3rd bands and 10th and 11th
bands, as well as an extra gap in the transverse electric (TE) modes.
4.2 Pattern transformation triggered by elastic deformation of a PDMS
membrane

The patterns with anisotropic unit cells studied in this chapter were all transformed
from a PDMS membrane with square lattice of circular holes (diameter D = 0.75 μm,
depth H = 9 μm, and pitch P = 1.5 μm) [Figure 4.1 (a)]. When exposed to liquid
monomers (e.g. EGDMA) or organic solvents (e.g. toluene), the PDMS membrane
deforms into a “diamond plate” pattern with elliptical motifs mutually perpendicular to
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each other. The deformed pattern can be captured (1) by photocuring of the EGDMA
[Figure 4.1 (b)], or (2) through application of Fe3O4 nanoparticles suspended in toluene
on the PDMS membranes40 [Figure 4.1 (c)]. For the first method, the EGDMA monomers
mixed with 3 wt % photoinitiator, Darocur 1173 (Ciba Specialty Chemicals Inc.), were
applied to the PDMS membrane, which swelled the PDMS and deformed the holes into
the diamond plate structure. The deformed pattern was captured by photocrosslinking
under UV light (dose of ~ 4,800 mJ/cm2), followed by peeling off the solidified film from
the PDMS membrane. On the other hand, for the second method, a solution of Fe3O4
nanoparticles suspended in toluene (2.5% w/v) is deposited onto the PDMS membrane.
Nanoparticles convectively assembled on the PDMS membrane while it was swollen by
toluene, capturing the deformed pattern. The nanoparticle film was then transferred to
another substrate by microcontact printing. Importantly, fatter elliptical features were
obtained from the EGDMA pattern than from Fe3O4 nanoparticle assemblies because
toluene produces a much larger volume expansion ratio, (as much as 130%),127 thereby
deforming the pores more than the EGDMA monomers. In addition, nano-scale line edge
roughness can be observed from the nanoparticle film while that from PEGDMA pattern
appeared much smoother.
By mechanically stretching the perforated PDMS membrane along a lattice direction,
followed by swelling, we exerted an external force favoring alignment along the strain
direction to compete with the internal stresses caused by swelling.40 Figure 4.1 (d)-(f)
shows the Fe3O4 nanoparticle assemblies lifted off from the stretched PDMS membranes.
The patterns vary from a slightly distorted diamond plate to a compound lattice of circles
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and elliptical lines, to a rectangular lattice of aligned ovals at uniaxial strain levels of
~15%, ~40% and ~80%, respectively.

(a)

p4mm

(b)

(d)

c2mm

(e)

p4gm

c2mm

p4gm

(c)

p2mm

(f)





unit cell

mirror

glide

2-fold rotation

4-fold rotation

Figure 4.1 Illustration of the structural symmetries of 2D patterns obtained by elastic
deformation of a PDMS membrane with a square lattice of circular holes. (a) SEM image
of the original PDMS membrane with hole diameter D = 0.75 μm, pitch P = 1.5 μm, and
depth H = 9 μm. (b-c) SEM images of “diamond plate” patterns imprinted from
PEGDMA (b) and Fe3O4 nanoparticle assemblies (c). (d-f) SEM images of Fe3O4
nanoparticle assemblies from the stretched PDMS membranes at a uniaxial strain level of
(d) ε=20%, (e) ε=40%, and (f) ε=80%. Scale bars, 2 μm.
4.3 Study of structural symmetries and photonic bandgaps

The nanoparticle assemblies or PEGDMA patterns can be conveniently transferred
to photoresists, such as SU-8 (MicroChem Corp.), as etching masks to create 2D Si PC
slabs. Here, we focused on theoretical investigation of the PBG properties of these
transformed patterns as a function of structural symmetry.
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Figure 4.2 (a, b) Photonic band diagrams of square arrays of circular Si posts when using
the primitive cell (a) and a supercell consisting of 2x2 primitive cells (b). (c) Photonic
band diagrams of “diamond plate” Si PCs imprinted from PEGDMA. The TM gaps were
marked by the yellow shadowed areas in each diagram and the corresponding
computational cells were shown by the blue squares in each inset.

The original PDMS membrane with circular pores arranged in a square lattice,
belongs to the plane group p4mm114 [Figure 4.1 (a)]. It transforms to diamond plate
pattern with p4gm symmetry114 [Figure 4.1 (b) and (c)], which still belongs to the square
lattice and maintains the 4-fold rotational symmetry. For the diamond plate pattern
without strain, all elliptical motifs are identical with the same major and minor axes, and
a spacing of ~1.5 μm. When the perforated PDMS membrane is uniaxially stretched
along a lattice direction, the square lattice changes to a rectangular one. At a low strain
level (<30%), the pattern is slightly distorted, changing its total symmetry to c2mm,114
and the elliptical lines become thinner in the strain direction [Figure 4.1 (d)] whereas the
ellipses perpendicular to the strain direction become fatter with the increase in the strain
level. At = 30%-50%, a binary pattern consisting of circles and degenerated flat ellipses
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is obtained [Figure 4.1 (e)]. The sublattice of circles possesses a 6-fold rotational
symmetry that belongs to the plane group No.17 (p6mm).114 The total symmetry, c2mm,
however, is still determined by the sublattice of elliptical lines with a lower (2-fold)
symmetry. When >50%, a rectangular lattice of ovals is obtained with p2mm symmetry
[Figure 4.1 (f)].
We calculated the PBG properties using the MPB119 from Si posts (dielectric
constant εr =13) with corresponding symmetries in xy plane and an infinite height in z
direction surrounded by air. Both transverse electric (TE) and transverse magnetic (TM)
modes were calculated from the 1st to the 20th band (see Table 4.1). Since the
transformed pattern has a periodic cell larger than the primitive cell of the original lattice
on PDMS membrane, here, we considered a supercell consisting of 2x2 primitive cells
for the square arrays of circular posts in the PBG calculation. Thus, the original bands are
“folded” multiple times in the Brillouin zone, resulting in the appearance of bandgaps in
higher bands than those using the primitive cell. The position and width of corresponding
PBGs, however, are not affected by the size of supercell. For example, for a square lattice
of Si posts with post radius/lattice constant = 1/4, the lowest TM gap appears between the
1st and 2nd band when using the primitive cell [Figure 4.2 (a)], but appears between the
4th and 5th bands for a 2x2 supercell [Figure 4.2 (b)] because the original bands are
folded 4 times. Nonetheless, the gap width remains 0.24-0.34 c0/a in both cases, where c0
is the light velocity in vacuum, a is the lattice constant of the square lattice, and c0/a is
the unit of frequency. The computational cells consisting of 4 “atoms” for each structure
were marked in blue frames in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1 Summary of PBG calculation results of Si (r = 13) posts with various
symmetries. a=1.5 μm, c0 is the light velocity in vacuum. scale bars, 2 μm.
SEM
images
ε=0

ε=15%

p4gm
12.1%

c2mm
12.7%

ε=30-50%

ε=50-80%

simulated
structures
symmetry
filling
fraction
2nd-3rd
4th-5th
8th-9th
10th-11th
12th-13th
16th-17th
8th-9th

p4mm
19.6%

p4gm
18.6%

c2mm
17.2%

p6mm
12.1%

PBG (ωa/2πc0) and gap/mid-gap ratio (in parenthesis) between the ith and jth band in TM modes
0.17-0.22
0.17-0.29
(23.3%)
(50.1%)
0.24-0.34
0.25-0.34
0.33-0.34
0.29-0.32
(35.6%)
(32.5%)
(3.3%)
(10.0%)
0.39-0.46
0.41-0.50
0.40-0.49
(17.1%)
(20.3%)
(20.1%)
0.41-0.45
(11.0%)
0.45-0.53
0.49-0.52
0.53-0.62
0.56-0.57
(16.6%)
(5.8%)
(14.3%)
(1.3%)
0.59-0.61
0.64-0.70
(3.4%)
(7.8%)
PBG (ωa/2πc0) and gap/mid-gap ratio (in parenthesis) between the ith and jth band in TE modes
0.51-0.55
0.51-0.56
(7.7%)
(8.2%)

p2mm
22.3%

0.31-0.32
(1.3%)
0.41-0.43
(5.3%)

It is clear that most of the PBGs appear only in the TM modes since isolated Si posts
are conducive to TM gaps whereas a connected lattice favors TE gaps.128 For the square
lattice with circular posts, there are two TM gaps: the lowest one between the 4th and 5th
bands with a quality factor (QF) of 35.6%, and the other between the 12th and 13th bands
with a QF of 16.6%. When the pattern is transformed into diamond plate structures,
among them, the one obtained from PEGDMA with fatter ellipses possesses the highest
QF, 32.5% between the 4th and 5th TM bands, and two new gaps are opened in
comparison to that from the circular posts [Figure 4.2 (c)]. The diamond plate Si PCs
transferred from nanoparticle assemblies with thinner elliptical lines have similar PBGs
except that the QF of the lowest TM gap decreases significantly to 3.3% due to the larger
deformation of the PDMS membrane by toluene vs. EGDMA monomer. The
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corresponding mid-gap positions also shift to higher frequencies since the filling fraction
of high index material is decreased. Additional distortion by external force has no
significant influence on PBG properties until the strain reaches a critical level, 30%-50%,
and a binary structure of circles and elliptical lines is generated. In the Si PC replicated
from the binary pattern, we observed quite different PBG properties than those from
diamond plates. Two TM gaps appear between the 2nd and 3rd bands and the 10th and
11th bands with QF of 23.3% and 11.0%, respectively. Meanwhile, a TE bandgap with
QF of 7.7% between the 8th and 9th bands is also observed. In order to understand the
origin of the unique PBG behavior, we investigated the PBGs of the sublattice of circles,
which has p6mm symmetry, and a supercell consisting of two circular-shaped cells (see
Table 4.1). The PBGs of the binary structure, except the TM gap between the 10th and
11th bands, are found close to but with lower quality than those of the 6-fold sublattice,
which can be attributed to the overall lowered symmetry. We believe the filling fraction
may also play an important role in the formation of the PBGs. The sublattice with 6-fold
rotational symmetry has a higher filling fraction of Si, 12.1%, than the other one with 2fold symmetry, 5.1%. When  reaches 50%-80%, the PBG quality is dramatically
decreased and only two small TM gaps exist in the aligned oval structure. Nevertheless,
the latter structures are of interest to control polarization modes of the electromagnetic
field.36

4.4 Conclusion

We have developed an efficient method to fabricate a rich library of 2D photonic
structures with anisotropic unit cells via harnessing elastomeric deformation of a single
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PDMS membrane. We studied the PBG properties of the resulting 2D Si photonic
structures as a function of their structural symmetries and their tolerance to the structural
deviation. Among the transformed diamond plate patterns, the one imprinted from
PEGDMA with fat ellipses displays four TM gaps between 1st and 20th bands, and the
highest predicted QF, 32.5%. The compound structure with circles and elliptical lines,
however, exhibits a PBG spectrum distinct from the rest of the structures and closer to
that originating from 6-fold symmetry. In this case, the sublattice with higher symmetry
dominates PBG formation within a compound structure, and further work is needed to see
if this is generally true. Understanding the relation of structural symmetry to PBG
properties will help pave the way for rational design of efficient 2D PCs utilizing
anisotropic unit cells.
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Chapter 5．
Capillary induced pattern transformation in 2D hydrogel
membranes: breathing, buckling, recovery and formation of
antiphase boundaries
5.1 Introduction

As discussed in the last Chapter, control over the mechanical instabilities in periodic
microstructures offers an attractive bottom-up approach to create complex structures over
a wide range of length scales,1-4 which are of interests for potential applications,
including tunable photonics,5 phononics,3,6 and negative Poisson’s ratio7 materials. In 2D
periodic structures from elastomeric (e.g. PDMS) or elasto-plastic (e.g. SU-8) materials,
we and others have demonstrated pattern transformation triggered by compressive stress
via mechanical compression,1 solvent-induced swelling,2,3,8 and polymerization followed
by solvent evaporation4,9, respectively. In PDMS membrane the transformed pattern
would snap back immediately to the original shape upon release of the stress.2,8 In the
plasticized SU-8 membrane the transformed shape can be locked by increasing the glass
transition temperature (Tg) of the film upon evaporation off a non-solvent.3,4,9 When
swollen by a good solvent, the latter can revert back to the original shape, illustrating a
shape memory effect.3 Along the lines, numerical simulations, including finite element
method (FEM)10,11 and linear elasticity theory,12 have been utilized to understand the
pattern transformation observed in experiments. However, most work to date has focused
on equilibrium behaviors. On the other hand, the dynamic process, including initiation
and growth of the transformed patterns and formation of the domain boundaries are
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critical to control the kinetic paths toward the equilibrium states, thus, potentially offer a
richer library of patterns that are difficult to be obtained by other methods.
Hydrogels are crosslinked networks that have a high affinity with water. Water
molecules can diffuse in and out of the mesh between the polymer chains and swell the
network. The mesh size can be varied by the crosslinking density and the affinity
between the polymer chains and water, leading to different swelling ratio and
responsiveness of the hydrogel to the environmental stimulus. A variety of hydrogel
materials, including poly(2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate) (PHEMA), poly(ethylene glycol),
poly(vinyl alcohol), poly(arylic acid), poly(methacrylic acid) and polyacrylamide, have
been synthesized and studied. Among them, PHEMA is of particular interest due to its
high mechanical strength, optical transparency and stability in water. When copolymerize
with other polymers, PHEMA based hydrogels can be made responsive.
Hydrogels with controlled patterns are of interest for a wide range of applications,
including microdevices, sensors, actuators, coatings, adhesives and drug delivery.13 One
unique feature of PHEMA is that it is glassy (Young’s modulus, E ~ 1-2 GPa) in the dry
state and becomes rubbery (E less than 5 MPa) upon swelling by water.14 Therefore, the
chain relaxation time of the dry sample is much greater than the drying time, we can
directly observe the swelling process by locking the structure upon drying off the water at
any time.
Previously, in the transformed diamond plate pattern,2 we have observed “phase
slip” dislocations, analogous to the mesoscopic antiphase boundaries (APBs). APB arises
in a variety of physical systems ranging from ferromagnetic,15 ferroelectric16 and
antiferromagnetic materials17 to alloy,18-20 ceramics,21 semiconductor,22-26 and high83

transition-temperature superconductor.27 The crystallographic direction remains the same
on each side of the APB, but the two nearest domains have a phase “skip”. The energy on
the boundaries is higher than other regions due to the wrong kind of neighbors.28
Although the phase shift breaks the translational symmetry, APBs have been exploited to
contribute high yield strength of alloy,18 nucleation centers in epitaxial growth,24 and
embryos for phase separation.29 To visualize APBs in atomic scale, sophisticate
techniques, such as transmission electron microscopy (TEM),30 coherent X-ray
diffraction imaging20 and nanogap contacts17 are essential. However, it is challenging to
directly image the kinetic process of APB formation. Here, the study of the mesoscopic
APBs induced by pattern transformation in a periodic porous membrane from hydrogels
will offer an intriguing analogue to better understand APB formation at the atomic scale.
In this Chapter, we chose PHEMA membrane with square lattice of micron-sized
cylindrical holes as a model system to study the dynamic process of pattern
transformation and recovery. It was found that the pattern transformation of PHEMA
membrane occurred upon drying off the water instead of during swelling of the PDMS
membrane as seen in Chapter 4. Because water evaporation is much slower than toluene,
which was used in swelling PDMS, we are able to observe two modes of instability in
PHEMA hydrogel: breathing and buckling. When exposed to deionized (DI) water, the
hole reduced size but retained the shape, a breathing instability. During water drying
process, however, each individual cylindrical hole buckled into a slit, and the square
lattice bifurcated into a diamond plate pattern with neighboring slit perpendicular to each
other. Meanwhile, many of APBs appeared in the transformed pattern. The boundary
morphology (either random or aligned) was dependent on the moving speed of the water
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front. Upon re-exposure to DI-water, the transformed pattern recovered back to the
original circular holes. This whole process could be repeated many times.
To reveal the underlying mechanism of pattern transformation and potentially
manipulate the pattern formation for complex structures, we utilized the dynamic Monte
Carlo (DMC) method to simulate the kinetic process of pattern transformation and
recovery, which qualitatively matched well with the experiments. Finally, we suggested a
new way of shaping the APBs by modulating the nucleation sites in the pristine
membrane.
5.2. Experimental
5.2.1 Replica molding of PHEMA membrane

The PHEMA membranes were fabricated by replica molding of an epoxy pillar
master with pillars (1 μm diameter, 2 μm pitch and 4 μm height) in a square lattice array
[Figure 5.1 (a)]. The fabrication process of epoxy pillars has been reported in Ref. [31].
In a typical procedure, a monomer mixture of 2.5 mL of HEMA was mixed with 3 vol%
Darocur 1173 (Ciba Specialty Chemicals Inc.) and exposed to UV exposure (97435 Oriel
Flood Exposure Source, Newport Corp.) at a dosage of 2.5x103 mJ/cm2 to obtain a
partially polymerized precursor solution.32 Before molding, an additional 2 vol% Darocur
1173 and 1 vol% ethylene glycol dimethacrylate (EGDMA, Alfa Aesar) were added to
this solution to prepare the molding precursor. Meanwhile, the epoxy pillar master was
treated by (heptadecafluoro-1,1,2,2-tetrahydrodecyl)trichlorosilane (Fluorosilane, Gelest
Inc.) as a hydrophobic release layer for 40 min, and the glass substrate was cleaned by
ultrasonication in acetone, followed by oxygen plasma (model) for 1 hr and 385

(trimethoxysilyl)propyl methacrylate (Sigma-Aldrich) silane treatment for 2 hrs to enhance the

adhesion between PHEMA and the substrate. It is worth mentioning that the excessive
treatment of the epoxy master with fluorosilane made the surface non-wettable by the
HEMA precursor to infiltrate into interspaces between pillars. To fabricate the PHEMA
membrane, a thin layer of molding solution was cast on the epoxy micropillars and a
clean glass substrate was pressed over it, followed by UV exposure at a dosage of 1400
mJ/cm2. The cured PHEMA membranes were then carefully peeled off from the epoxy
pillars, and characterized by SEM [Figure 5.1 (b)].
The PHEMA membranes were exposed to DI water to generate diamond plate
patterns. The whole process of pattern transformation and recovery was monitored by
optical microscope (Olympus BX61).
(a)

PHEMA precursor

(b)

Epoxy pillars
Cure
PHEMA replica

Peel
5 μm

Figure 5.1 (a) Schematic illustration of replica molding of PHEMA membrane from
epoxy polliars. (b) SEM images of PHEMA membrane with hole diameter D = 1 μm,
pitch P = 2 μm, and depth H = 4 μm.
5.2.2 Characterization

The swelling ratio of PHEMA in water was measured according to literature
procuedure.33 The pattern transformation of PHEMA membranes was characterized by
optical microscopy (Olympus BX61) and SEM (FEI Strata DB235 Focused Ion Beam,
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5kV, film gold-coated). The transmission of the PHEMA membrane on a glass substrate
before and after pattern transformation was measured using UV-Vis-NIR spectroscopy
(Cary 5000, Varian Inc.). Glass substrate was used as reference with 100% transmission.

5.3 Experimental results and discussions
5.3.1 Capillary induced pattern transformation
(a)

(b)
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Figure 5.2 PHEMA membranes with a square lattice of holes. Optical images of (a)
pristine PHEMA membrane with hole diameter D = 1 μm, pitch P = 2 μm, and depth H =
4 μm, and (b) the swollen PHEMA membrane in DI water (i.e. breathing state). (c)
Diamond plate pattern in PHEMA after water evaporation (i.e. buckling state). (d-f)
Schematic illustration of (a-c), respectively. Scale bars: 10 μm.

The bulk PHEMA hydrogel can swell up to ~150% when exposed to DI water.
Upon swollen, the PHEMA gel is plasticized, leading to the decrease of glass transition
temperature (Tg) from ~87°C in the dry state to less than 2°C in water-swollen state.34
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That is, the membrane is glassy in the dry state but rubbery in the swollen state at room
temperature. Therefore, the transformed pattern can be locked upon drying when the film
becomes glassy.
When exposed to DI water, the voids in the PHEMA membrane reduced size but
retained the circular shape [Figure 5.2 (b)]. Upon drying, however, the cylindrical holes
collapsed, and the square lattice bifurcated into a diamond plate pattern with elliptical
shape cells of alternating directions [Figure 5.2 (c)]. The observation is different from
swelling-induced pattern transformation from PDMS or SU-8 membranes, where the
pattern transformation occurs in the swollen films.2,3
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Figure 5.3 (a) Illustration of capillary mechanism. (b) The liquid vapor meniscus
becomes shaper due to evaporation.

To understand the triggering mechanism of the pattern transformation in PHEMA
membrane, we first estimated the critical tension σcr of pattern transformation. Cai et al.
have recently theoretically studied the deformation of a void (cylindrical and spherical) in
an elastomer,35 assuming that the void is filled with liquid water, and the elastomer is
surrounded by unsaturated air. The diffusion of water molecules from inside the void to
outside induces tension that competes against the elastic energy of the elastomeric wall.
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They suggest three modes of deformation, including breathing, buckling and creasing,
depending on the magnitude of tension imposed to the void and the wall thickness. The
void size becomes smaller in the breathing state but retains the shape, similar to our
observation of PHEMA membrane upon swelling in water. When the tension increases
above a critical value, the cylindrical void changes shape, by buckling if the wall is thin
or by creasing if the wall is thick. The critical tension is dependent on B/A, where A and B
are the inner and outer radii of the cylindrical void, respectively. Since a hole in PHEMA
membrane always collapsed at the thinnest bridge, we estimated the effective inner and
outer radii as A = 0.5 μm and B = 1.5 μm, respectively, and the ratio of B/A = 3 in our
system [Figure 5.2 (d)]. According to Ref. [35], the critical tension for buckling is σcrbk ≈
0.98G, and σcrcs ≈ 1.05G for creasing at B/A = 3, where G is the shear modulus. For the
water-swollen PHEMA, G = 244 kPa.36 Because σcrcs is higher than σcrbk, the cylindrical
holes should collapse by buckling first. In experiments, we did not observe creasing in
PHEMA membrane but buckling of the hole array during drying, which is in agreement
with theoretical prediction. Since the pattern transformation happened during the drying
process, we suspect the capillary force (Figure 5.3) instead of osmotic pressure should be
responsible to the buckling. Detailed discussion and calculation of the capillary pressure
could be found in the next subsection.
5.3.2 Antiphase boundaries and kinetic study of pattern transformation

It is noted that the diamond plate pattern transformed from square array of circular
holes is not a perfect single crystal, but contains many domain boundaries. The two
nearest domains have a phase shift of , forming APBs. The boundary morphology could
be either random (Figure 5.4) or aligned (Figure 5.5) depending on the moving speed of
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the water front. To visualize the dynamic process of the APB formation and the related
morphology, we applied a layer of water of different thickness on the PHEMA membrane.
When the initial water film was thin, it simultaneously broke at different spots when
evaporating [Figure 5.6 (a, b)]. While majority of water was evaporated [Figure 5.6 (a-c)],
a thin layer of water was retained inside of the holes due to capillarity shown in Figure
5.3. Evaporation creates a liquid vapor meniscus in the pores of PHEMA membrane. This
induces a hydrostatic tension in the liquid, which is balanced by an axial compression on
the solid. The compression leads to reduction of the pore size. As a result, more liquid
transports to the menisci. As shown in Figure 5.6, at the beginning stage of drying, the
capillary pressure was rather low and the radius of the meniscus rm was much larger than
the pore radius rp. The voids remained in the breathing mode but further reduced size in
the partially dried area as evaporation proceeded [Figure 5.6 (c)] and the menisci became
sharper (smaller rm and thus smaller contact angle θ). Once rm = rp (i.e. θ = 0), the liquid
exerts the maximum possible force, which is defined as the critical drying point. Beyond
this point, capillarity cannot increase the compressive stresses anymore on the solid wall.
(a)

(b)

10 μm

100 μm

10 μm

100 μm

Figure 5.4 (a) Optical image and (b) DMC simulation of deformed PHEMA pattern with
random APBs. Insets: High magnification view. Both (a) and (b) contain 600x600 lattice
points. The APB density is ~ 7.0%.
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(a)

(b)

Transformed pattern

Pristine membrane

Transformed pattern

100 μm

Pristine membrane

100 μm

Figure 5.5 (a) Optical image and (b) DMC simulation of deformed PHEMA pattern with
APBs aligned along the drying direction and random ones appeared at center. The APB
density is ~ 3.5%.

For a cylindrical hole, the hydrostatic tension (i.e. capillary pressure) is



2 LV cos 
rp

(5.1)

Where γLV is the surface energy of a liquid-vapor interface (γwater = 72 mJ/m2 at 25°C),37

θ is the water contact angle at the water/PHEMA interface, and rp is the hole radius.
When σ reaches the critical tension of buckling, σcrbk ≈ 0.98G = 239 KPa, the radius of
the cylindrical hole would reduce to rp ≈ 0.65A = 0.325 μm according to Ref. [35],,
resulting in a water contact angle θ (= 57.4°) based on Equation (5.1), which is close the
static water contact angle on PHEMA surface (61.1°±0.61°).38 This suggests that
capillary pressure can provide sufficient tension to buckle the cylindrical holes [Figure
5.6 (d)] before reaching the critical drying point (i.e. θ = 0).
In experiments, since it is impossible to maintain identical environment for each hole,
we expect that there will be a size distribution of holes in the breathing mode. In turn,
there will be deviation of B/A ratio, and different critical tension of buckling. As seen in
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Figure 5.6 (d) buckling first started from a hole near a defect, which might have smaller

B/A ratio, and thus lowering buckling critical tension.35
(a)

t=0

(b)

t=15 sec

(c)
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(e)

t=165 sec

(f)

t=170 sec

(h)

t=185 sec

(i)

In water

Partially dried

(d)

t=155 sec

Nucleation starting

(g)

t=175 sec

t=200 sec

Diamond plate

Figure 5.6 In situ optical images of drying a thin film of water on the PHEMA
membrane, illustrating the time-dependent pattern transformation process. (a-c) In
partially dried regions, pore size shrinks but maintained the circular shape: breathing
mode instability. (d) Transition from breathing to buckling, or nucleation of the pattern
transformation. The red dotted circle indicated the nucleation region. (e-h) Pattern
transformation process with nucleation, deformed pattern growth, and random APB
formation. (i) Final diamond plate pattern with random APBs. Scale bars: 10 μm.

Once one hole is deformed, it stretches or compresses its neighbors, leading to the
growth of the transformed pattern. Meanwhile, transformation of holes can start from
different nucleation sites. When two independently nucleated domains grow and meet
each other, they merge into one if they are “in-phase”, otherwise APB would form.
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(a)

t=0

(d)

t=11 sec

(g)

t=5sec

(c)

t=10sec

t=12 sec

(f)

t=13 sec

(b)

(e)

(i)

(h)

In water

Dried area

Figure 5.7 In situ optical images of drying a thick film of water on PHEMA membrane,
forming aligned APBs. (a-c) The APBs aligned along the moving direction of water front.
(d-f) Random APBs appeared at center. (g) Breathing state in water covered region and
diamond plate pattern with APBs perpendicular to the water edge in the dried area. (h, i)
Close-up optical images of the center (h) and the outside regions (i). Scale bars: (a-f) 100
μm. (g-i) 10 μm.

The morphology of APBs can be random (Figure 5.4 and 5.6) or aligned (Figure
5.5). Figure 5.7 demonstrates the dynamic process of the alignment of the APBs in
PHEMA covered with a droplet of water (~0.5 μL). Because the PHEMA surface was
relatively hydrophilic (the static water contact angle is 61.1°), the water droplet wet the
holes while maintaining the spherical shape due to the surface tension. The moving speed
of water front was much slower than that shown in Figure 5.6. As the radius of the water
droplet shrank, the diamond plate pattern appeared and the APBs were well-aligned along
the moving direction of water front. The interface between the water-covered region and
dried area was almost coincident with the boundary of the breathing and buckling
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instabilities [Figure 5.7 (g)]. The explanation of the boundary alignment could be found
in the next section.
At the final stage, the water film became quite thin. Random APBs were formed in
the center region after drying, much like the observation seen in Figure 5.6 when drying
PHEMA membrane covered with a thin film of water. The deformation of the holes at the
center region was much less than that outside, which might be attributed to the slightly
higher stiffness caused by partially losing water from the hydrogel mesh. As water
evaporating, the rubbery PHEMA film (Tg < 2 oC)34 became increasingly glassy (Tg
increased to ~ 87°C)34 with a Young’s modulus of ~1.8 GPa in the dry state.39 Thus, the
resulting pattern was locked after the drying.

(a)

(b)

50 μm

5 μm

Figure 5.8 Aligned APBs in the low (a) and high (b) magnification.

Another important feature of the aligned APBs was that the density of the boundaries
decreased dramatically in comparison to the ones shown in Figure 5.6. This could be
attributed to the reduction of nucleation sites, which are the origin of the APBs, by the
slow moving speed of water front. It implies that we can 1) control the morphology of the
APB by directing the water front and 2) form highly ordered single crystal diamond plate
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pattern by fine-tuning the kinetics of pattern transformation. For example, the APBs
could be well-aligned from one side of the sample to the other by controlling the moving
direction of thick water film, and the density of APBs dramatically decreased (Figure 5.8).
5.3.3 Kinetic study of recovery process
(a)

t=0 (b)

t=1 min

(c)

t=2 min

(d)

t=3 min

(e)

t=6 min (f)

t=8 min

(g)

t=10 min

(h)

t=12 min (i)

t=15 min

Figure 5.9 In situ optical images of the recovery process when exposing the transformed
PHEMA pattern to DI water. (a) The diamond plate pattern decorated with APBs in a dry
sample. (b-i) The development of the pattern morphology after exposed to DI water.
Scale bars: 50 μm.

When the deformed pattern was re-exposed to water, the compressive stress applied
to the PHEMA membrane is lowered sufficiently, the deformed pattern relaxed back to
the initial square array of circular holes. To visualize the recovery process, we performed

in situ imaging under the optical microscopy (see Figure 5.9). It was found that the APB
line became thicker and thicker as the deformed slits around the boundaries switched
back to circular shape at the initial stage [Figure 5.9 (b)]. Then, the motifs in the diamond
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plate region also began to recover. After ~ 15 min, the whole pattern was recovered and
the diamond plate pattern was restored to square lattice of circular hole array. Subsequent
drying would deform the pattern again as the high compressive stress was applied. The
pattern transformation and recovery process could be repeated many times. It is worth to
mention that the APBs act as embryos for this backward phase transition during recovery
process, and thus play an important role to speed up the recovery process.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 5.10 Optical images of the transformed PHEMA pattern undergoing many cycles
of recovery and pattern transformation. (a) A pristine PHEMA membrane was covered by
a water thin film and dried. (b) Membrane from (a) was exposed to DI water, waited for 1
day, and then dried. It was noted that the anti-phase circle marked by the red dotted line
disappeared. (c) Membrane from (b) was exposed to DI water, waited for 17 days, and
then dried. (d) Membrane from (c) was exposed to DI water, waited for 1 hr, then dried.
The anti-phase circle marked by the green dotted line also disappeared. (e) Membrane
from (d) was exposed to DI water, waited for 30 min, then dried. (f) Membrane from (e)
was exposed to DI water, waited for 30 min, then dried. Scale bars: 50 μm.

In most cases, the location of the APBs is highly correlated from one cycle to the
next, however, there are clear variations. As shown in Figure 5.10 we tracked three
closed APBs after deforming the pristine PHEMA membrane (marked by the red, green
and blue dotted lines). After three cycles of recovery and deformation, the smaller sized
APBs (the red and green ones) disappeared, while the blue one remained at the same
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location but shrank the size [Figure 5.10 (f)]. Meanwhile, sharp turns in other boundary
loops are gradually smoothened out (see dotted yellow circle). This study suggests that
buckling of holes is inherently a reversible process and the hole would memorize its
previous buckling direction, leading to higher probability of buckling in the memorized
direction over the cycles. Meanwhile, no new APBs were observed after many cycles.
Therefore, the density of APBs could be significantly reduced through cycling between
swelling and drying of the membrane, offering a simple yet efficient way to anneal the
APBs. Furthermore, the recovery kinetics is highly dependent on local changes to the gel
structure and the history of the sample. For instance, the initial recovery time for the
deformed pattern showed in Figure 5.10 (a) would take more than 3 h, but was reduced to
~ 15 min after the sample was immersed in water for 17 days as shown in Figure 5.10.
This could be attributed to further lowered modulus. When kept in water for over two
months, the deformed PHEMA membrane would recover immediately when exposed to
water and subsequently deformed again when dried.
5.4 Modeling the pattern transformation by dynamic Monte Carlo method

The above experimental observations suggest that it is important to study the
dynamic process of pattern transformation and recovery, which may offer important clues
of how to control the morphology of APBs and achieve self-assembly of a single crystal
structure. To this end, we utilized dynamic Monte Carlo (DMC) method to simulate the
kinetic process of pattern transformation and recovery, and explained the formation of
APBs with different morphologies.
Monte Carlo method is a numerical technique to simulate the random fluctuation of
the system from state to state during the process of an experiment.40 This technique can
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be utilized to study not only static or equilibrium properties, but also dynamic phenomena.
Application of the Monte Carlo method to study dynamical phenomena requires a selfconsistent dynamic interpretation and a set of criteria under which the interpretation may
be practically applied. In DMC simulation, it is assumed that time resolution is
accomplished on a scale at which no two events occur simultaneously. Once this
perspective is set, the task of the Monte Carlo algorithm is to generate a chronological
sequence of distinct events separated by certain interevent time.41
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Figure 5.11 (a) Schematic illustration of reaction energy barrier. (b) Illustration of
different possible configurations of the unit cell upon deformation. The deformation
energy barriers depending on the interaction of nearest neighbors, in which Ed0 >> Ed1 >
Ed2 > Ed3 > Ed4 > Ed5 > Ed6 > Ed7 > Ed8, and the corresponding degeneracy is 1, 4, 4, 2, 8,
2, 4, 4, 1, respectively. (c) Recovery energy barriers depending on the interaction of
nearest neighbors, in which Ed0 < Ed1 < Ed2 < Ed3 < Ed4 < Ed5 < Ed6 < Ed7 << Ed8, and the
corresponding degeneracy is 2, 8, 8, 4, 16, 4, 8, 8, 2, respectively.

In our DMC simulation, it is premised that the pore only interacts with its nearest
neighbors, which is reasonable in the dynamic simulation. The probability of the pore
shape switch (i.e. circular to elliptical for pattern transformation, or elliptical to circular
for recovery) should be proportional to exp (-Ea/kBT), where Ea is the reaction energy
barrier and highly dependent on the nearest neighbors (see definition in Figure 5.11), kB
is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the temperature. Based on our experimental
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observation, the cell shape change is irreversible, that is the transformed cells cannot be
reversed during water drying, and the recovered cells cannot deform when immersed in
water. Therefore, the whole simulation process would stop when all of lattice points
deform during pattern transformation (i.e. the cylindrical holes either buckle or stay on
APBs), and when they change back to circular shape during recovery process. The flow
diagrams for our DMC simulations have been displayed in Figure 5.12. The simulation
was conducted in a lattice containing 1000  1000 motifs with a periodic boundary
condition; pattern transformation (Figure 5.13) and recovery (Figure 5.15) was nucleated
randomly. In the case of drying from a water droplet and aligned boundary formation, it
was assumed that the size of PHEMA membrane is much larger than the initial water
droplet, and hence fixed boundary condition was utilized.
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Figure 5.12 The flow diagrams for simulating (a) pattern transformation with random
APBs, (b) recovery process, and (c) pattern transformation with aligned APBs. The time
step t in (a) and (b) is the time to detect and update the status of all elements in the
representative matrix for the PHEMA membrane once. In (c), there are two types of time
scale, td and tw, where td is the same as the t in (a) and (b), and tw is to describe the
evaporation and size reduction of the water droplet. Here, we set tw = 10td. Rw is radius of
the water droplet, and Sw is the moving step of the water front, which might increase with
time. The active matrix contains motifs whose shape is changeable.
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5.4.1 DMC simulation for pattern transformation with random antiphase
boundaries
(a)

(b)

t=5

t=10

t=15

t=20

t=25

t=43

t=15

t=17

t=20

t=25

t=30

t=35

Figure 5.13 DMC simulation of a random nucleation process. The probabilities to
overcome the deformation energy barriers Edi [i = 0-8, Figure 5.11 (b)] were Pdi = 0.0005,
0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 0.55, 0.6, 0.7, 0.75, 0.85, respectively. Finally random APBs with density of
~ 7.0% were formed and the whole deformation process was completed at t = 43, where t
is the time to detect and update the status of all elements in the representative matrix for
the PHEMA membrane once as shown in Figure 5.12 (a), and corresponding to ~1 sec in
experiment. (a) Low and (b) high magnification view. Scale bars: (a) 100 μm. (b) 10 μm.

First, we simulated the pattern transformation with random nucleation and random
APBs. The buckling probabilities were qualitatively determined based on the activation
energy barriers shown in Figure 5.11 (b), where Ed0 is the nucleation energy and
dependent on the critical tension of buckling as we discussed before. It is much higher
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than other possible activation energy barriers. Once the capillary pressure overcomes the
critical tension, the cylindrical hole would bifurcate into a slit. At the same time, the
deformation would stretch or compress its nearest neighbors. Therefore, the interaction
between the neighboring cells plays an important role to determine the activation energy.
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Figure 5.14 Statistical analysis for the pattern transformation seen in Figure 5.13 and
recovery seen in Figure 5.15. (a) dM/dt vs. t. (b) M vs. t. (c) dR/dt vs. t. (d) R vs. t. t is the
time step to detect and update the status of all elements in the representative matrix for
the PHEMA membrane once as shown in Figure 5.12 (a, b), and M (or R) is the
percentage of total deformed (or recovered) motifs before the t-th time step. Therefore,
dM/dt (or dR/dt) is the percentage of deformed (or recovered) motifs at the t-th time step.

We set the probabilities to overcome the deformation energy barriers Edi [i = 0-8,
Figure 5.11 (b)] as Pdi = 0.0005, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 0.55, 0.6, 0.7, 0.75, and 0.85, respectively.
A large lattice containing motifs of 1000  1000 is considered in the DMC simulation,
and the lattice points of 300  300 [i.e. low magnification view in Figure 5.13 (a)] and 30
 30 [i.e. high magnification view in Figure 5.13 (b)] were taken from center to represent
the dynamic process, including nucleation, transformed pattern growth, and random APB
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formation. Statistical analysis [Figure 5.14 (a, b)] showed that nucleation started slowly.
Once nucleated the activation energy in the surrounding area was lowered, and the
deformation speed dM/dt, catched up quickly. Since the lattice in both experiment and
simulation had finite size, the remaining motifs for buckling became less. Finally, all
lattice points either buckled or became APB points at time step t = 43, where t is the time
step to detect and update the status of all elements in the representative matrix for the
PHEMA membrane once as shown in Figure 5.12 (a), corresponding to ~ 1 sec in
experiment. After dM/dt dropped to zero [Figure 14 (a)], the curve of total deformed
points M vs. t saturated at ~ 93.0% [Figure 14 (b)], which meant that the density of APBs
(defined as the number of APB points / the number of total lattice points) was ~ 7.0%.
Finally, random APBs were formed, qualitatively matching the experimental observation
[Figure 5.4]. In simulation, the final APB density can be manipulated by changing the
nucleation probability Pd1. For instance, if Pd1 = 0.001 and 0.00025, respectively, the
APB density will be 8.6% and 5.7%.
5.4.2 Dynamic Monte Carlo simulation for recovery process

The probabilities of recovery of the deformed pattern are also determined by the
activation energy barriers Eri [Figure 5.11 (c)]. In a region of diamond plate pattern the
cell is stretched or compressed by its four nearest neighbors, it will be difficult to release
the internal stresses and recover the cell. In comparison, for a nearest neighbor of the
APBs, there are less buckled neighbors, thus, smaller internal stress. The energy barrier
for the cell to recover should be smaller. Accordingly, the recovery process always
prefers to start near the APBs. As observed in experiments (Figure 5.9), the APB lines
became increasingly thicker when the transformed pattern was exposed to water.
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Figure 5.15 DMC simulation of the recovery process of the deformed pattern shown in
Figure 5.13. The probabilities to overcome the recovery energy barriers Eri [i = 0-8,
Figure 5.11 (c)] were assumed to be Pri = 0.85, 0.65, 0.6, 0.4, 0.35, 0.3, 0.1, 0.05, 0.0001,
respectively. The whole pattern recovered at t = 77, where t is the time step to detect and
update the status of all elements in the representative matrix for the PHEMA membrane
once as shown in Figure 5.12 (b), corresponding to ~ 0.2 sec in the experiment shown in
Figure 5.9. (a) Low magnification view and (b) high magnification view. Scale bars: (a)
100 μm. (b) 10 μm.

We set the recovery probabilities as Pri = 0.85, 0.65, 0.6, 0.4, 0.35, 0.3, 0.1, 0.05, and
0.0001. As shown in Figure 5.15, the DMC simulation matched well with the
experimental results (Figure 5.9) qualitatively. In statistical analysis of the recovery
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process [Figure 5.14 (c, d)], we found that the recovery speed peaked at the beginning
and gradually decreased over time because of the limitation of active points. This
observation is different from that obtained from the deformation process [Figure 5.14 (a)].
The statistic analysis suggests that the points on APBs can accelerate and enhance the
switchability of the PHEMA membrane.
5.4.3 DMC simulation for pattern transformation with aligned antiphase boundaries
tw=370

tw=400

tw=441

Nonreactive
zone

Reactive zone

tw=443

tw=442

tw=445

Figure 5.16 DMC simulation of the formation of aligned APBs from evaporation of thick
layer of water droplet. tw is the time step for moving water front, corresponding to ~0.5
sec in experiment. The probabilities to overcome the deformation energy barriers Edi [i =
0-8, Figure 5.11 (b)] is assumed to be Pdi = 0.002, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 0.55, 0.6, 0.7, 0.75, and
0.85, respectively. Scale bars: 100 μm.

To simulate the pattern transformation with aligned APBs during evaporation of a
water droplet on the membrane (Figure 5.7), we introduced one more premise by
considering the water covered region as a nonreactive zone, where the holes kept the
circular shape. This premise is reasonable based on the experimental observation shown
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in Figure 5.7 (g). It was assumed that the initial water droplet would cover a circularshaped region with diameter of 1000 lattice constants, surrounding by the pristine
PHEMA membrane. At the early stage, the radius of water droplet shrank slowly (~ 1
lattice constant within Δtw = 1), and the new arisen reactive motifs deformed quickly by
interacting with the buckled nearest neighbors, that dramatically reduced the nucleation.
As the water continued to evaporate, the thickness of water film on the membrane also
decreased. Finally at the center of the non-reactive zone (diameter ~ 90 lattice constants),
the water film became very thin and disappeared rapidly (~ 30 lattice constants within
Δtw = 1). Hence, many of pores become activated cells within one time step with many
nucleation sites, resulting in random APBs at the center.
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Figure 5.17 Statistical analysis for the pattern transformation as function of time step of
water evaporation, tw, with aligned APBs, which is derived from Figure 5.16. (a) dM/dtw
vs. tw. (b) M vs. tw. Here, tw is the time step of water shrinking, corresponding to ~0.5 sec
in experiment. Within Δtw = 1, the water front moves ~ 1 lattice constant in the early
stage, but ~ 30 lattice constants when close to final center.

In the DMS simulation, there are two time steps, tw is to describe the water
evaporation and size reduction, and td is the time step to detect and update the status of all
elements in the representative matrix for the PHEMA membrane once as shown in Figure
5.12 (c). From experimental study [Figure 5.7 (g)], the boundary between the deformed
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and non-deformed regions is almost superposed with the water moving front, which
indicates that all new active cells should either buckle or become APB point within one
time step of water size reduction at the early stage. To match this criteria, we set tw = 10td.
Based on the simple criterion in our simulation, which is that the water droplet
shrinks slowly in the outside region but fast in the center, a flower-like morphology of
APBs observed in experiments (Figure 5.7) is successfully reproduced in DMC
simulation (Figure 5.16). It is clear that as long as the water shrinking speed is slow
enough to minimize nucleation of new deformation sites, aligned APBs would form.
Moreover, the density of the APBs in Figure 5.16 (~ 3.5%) is much lower than the
random ones (~ 7.0%) even higher nucleation probability was used in aligned boundary
simulation. This is attributed to the reduction of the nucleation sites, which are the origin
of the APBs. Interestingly, two peaks were found in the curve of deformation speed
(dM/dtw) vs. tw [Figure 5.17(a)], suggesting the nucleation is significant at both initial and
final stages.
5.4.4 Shaping antiphase boundary

The quantitative analysis by DMC shown above suggests that it is possible to
control the final morphology of APBs by rational design of the nucleation sites at the
initial stage. When the pattern deformation growth rate is much higher than the
nucleation speed [i.e. Pd0 approaching zero], the transformed pattern grown from the
initial nucleation sites may already expand over the whole lattice with finite size before
the new nucleation points formed. Therefore, the morphology of the APBs is highly
dependent on the initial nucleation design. For example, when an incoherent nucleation
point at the center is surrounded by eight coherent nucleation points, a circle-like APB is
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obtained [Figure 5.18 (a, b)]. When the incoherent nucleation point at the center is
surrounded by four coherent nucleation points outside, a square-like shape APB is
obtained [Figure 5.18 (c, d)]. The results imply that if we could create enough coherent
nucleation points at the initial stage, there might not be any APB even when the patterns
grown from different nucleation sites. We believe this preliminary study will shed light to
the creation of a single crystal pattern with long range orders.
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Figure 5.18 DMC simulation of the APB by design of the initial nucleation sites. The
probabilities to overcome the deformation energy barriers Edi [i = 0-8, Figure 5.11 (b)]
were Pdi = 0, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 0.55, 0.6, 0.7, 0.75, 0.85, respectively. (a) 100x100 lattice with
an incoherent nucleation point at center surrounded by 8 coherent nucleation points
outside. (b) Transformed pattern from (a). (c) 100 100 lattices with an incoherent
nucleation point at the center surrounded by 4 coherent nucleation points. (d)
Transformed pattern from (c).
5.5 Optical property study of the PHEMA membranes

PHEMA itself is highly transparent and have been widely used in contact lenses.42 In
the membrane with square hole array, the transmission was dramatically decreased to ~
30 % in the visible region due to strong scattering of light at the air-film interface of the
periodic structure. When the air holes were nearly completely collapsed to elliptical slits,
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the scattering at the air-film interface was dramatically decreased, resulting in ~ 80%
transmission. Since the density of APB points is much less than that of diamond plate
pattern and the APBs do not alter the overall symmetry of the system, the optical quality
of the film is not affected. Therefore, pattern transformation can be utilized to switch the
photonic8 or phononic3 bandgap properties for sensing and display. As a proof-of-concept,
we placed “Penn” logo beneath the PHEMA membrane to observe the optical display due
to pattern transformation [Figure 5.19 (a)]. As seen in Figure 5.19 (b), we can clearly see
“Penn” through the PHEMA film with diamond plate patterns while in the pristine film
the optical grating color due to refraction from 2D structure blocks the view of “Penn”
logo.
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Figure 5.19 (a) Schematic illustration of sample preparation for visualization of the Penn
logo on a substrate beneath PHEMA membrane. (b) UV-Vis spectra of PHEMA
membranes on glass substrates. Four pristine PHEMA membranes and four transformed
diamond plate patterns were measured, each at two different spots. Insets: optical
photography of the “Penn” viewed through the original and transformed PHEMA
membrane and the corresponding SEM images.
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5.6 Conclusion

We studied kinetic processes of capillary induced pattern transformation and
recovery in PHEMA membranes with a square lattice of micron-sized cylindrical holes.
At the beginning water drying stage, the internal stress was low, a breathing mode
instability, that is the void reduced size but retained the shape, was observed. As water
evaporation proceeded, the capillary pressure increased and surpassed the critical tension
of buckling. Some cylindrical holes collapsed into slits, and finally the square lattice
bifurcated into a diamond plate pattern with neighboring slits perpendicular to each other.
In some regions, APBs appeared between the diamond plate patterns, where their
morphology (random or aligned) is dependent on the moving speed of water front. When
re-exposure to DI-water, the buckled holes recovered to the original circular shape. The
deformation and recovery cycle could be repeated many times. Using the dynamic Monte
Carlo method we simulated the kinetic process of pattern transformation and recovery.
The simulation results qualitatively matched well with the experiments. Building upon
the insights from simulation, we suggested a new way of shaping the APB by modulating
the nucleation sites in the pristine membrane, which will shed light on creating a single
crystal of transformed patterns. Furthermore, we found that the deformed PHEMA
membrane had significantly increased transparency due to much reduced hole size upon
pattern transformation. We believe that the presented understanding of the pattern
transformation and recovery in PHEMA membranes can be applied to many other
material systems or lattice symmetries (e.g. triangular lattice) to design smart materials
and devices.
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Chapter 6.
Summary and outlook
6.1 Summary

The goal of this dissertation is to design and fabricate periodic 2D and 3D photonic
microstructures with minimal distortion and novel functionality (e.g. anisotropic feature)
using holographic lithography and mechanical instability triggered pattern transformation.
Along the line, we quantitatively investigated the distortion of 3D holographic structure
and designed a new optical setup to create the desired structure with scalable size and
minimal distortion. In a separate vein, we demonstrated a variety of 2D photonic
structures with anisotropic unit cells generated by instability triggered pattern
transformation. To achieve rational design of efficient 2D PCs utilizing anisotropic unit
cells, we studied the relationship of structural symmetries to PBG properties, as well as
the kinetic process of pattern transformation.
In Chapter 2, we demonstrated the quantitatively study of the distortion of a threeterm diamond-like structure fabricated in SU-8 polymer by four-beam holographic
lithography with umbrella configuration, which can be attributed to the refraction at
air/film interface as well as the anisotropic shrinkage of the photoresist film during
lithographic process. We found that the refraction effect on the wave vectors of incident
beams would elongate the SU-8 lattice in the [111] direction, but keep the periodicity in
(111) plane, and its influence on polarizations would lead to unnecessary interference
terms, which could rotate the triangular-like hole array in the (111) plane by ~30° from
that in air. Our experiments confirmed the prediction on the periodicity and the rotation
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in the (111) plane. However, no elongation in the [111] direction was observed, which
was attributed to shrinkage of SU-8 photoresist. Because the film shrinkage could not
compensate refraction effect on the polarization vectors, the overall symmetry of the SU8 structure remained low. By considering both refraction and film shrinkage, we
reconstructed a level surface that matched well with experimental results. Further, it was
demonstrated that the distortion decreased the structural symmetry and then degraded
quality of PBGs.
To address the lattice distortion problem, it is necessary to design an optical setup
that will generate an appropriately spatially elongated interference pattern to
precompensate the unidirectional shrinkage of photoresist in lithography process for a
desired symmetry. Using the four-beam single-exposure setup, we found it difficult to
eliminate the unnecessary interference terms (see Appendix A) while precompesating the
lattice distortion. Therefore, in Chapter 3 we proposed a dual-beam triple-exposure
interference lithography approach. As a proof-of-concept, we designed and
experimentally fabricated three-term diamond-like structures in SU-8 photoresist with
scalable size and quantitatively investigated the robustness of the optical setup against
potential experimental errors. Minimal distortion was achieved by carefully selecting the
angle between the bisector of the two beams and the normal of the sample surface to
precompensate the anisotropic shrinkage. We showed, however, a small deviation of
incident beam angles would lead to a significant change of structural parameters when
the angle between the two incident beams was small for a large sized structure.
Nevertheless, the translational symmetry of SU-8 structure remained reasonably close to
face-centered cubic (fcc) structure regardless of lattice size.
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Top-down processes, such as holographic lithography demonstrated in this
dissertation, allow us to fabricate highly ordered 2D and 3D microstructures. When the
size continues to shrink and our demand for highly functional materials and devices
continue to rise, it will be attractive to search for a bottom-up approach for low-cost large
area fabrication. Nature provides us many examples of intrinsic, bottom-up effects that
drive the formation of delicate, detailed, and beautiful patterns. However, mechanical
instabilities in soft materials, precipitated by dewetting, swelling, and buckling, often
lead to defects and random effects, therefore, are often viewed as failure mechanisms that
can interfere with the performance of devices. In Chapter 4, by harnessing elastomeric
deformation of a single PDMS membrane we developed an efficient method to fabricate
a rich library of 2D photonic structures with anisotropic unit cells. We studied structural
symmetries of the resulting 2D photonic structures, in including square- and rectangularlattices with orientationally modulated elliptic motifs, and a compound structure
consisting of circles with 6-fold rotational symmetry and elliptical lines with 2-fold
symmetry. We then investigated the PBG properties of the corresponding 2D Si posts,
and their tolerance to the structural deviation. We found that the diamond plate pattern
might open additional TM gaps in contrast to the square lattice with circular posts. In the
compound structure the overall PBGs are dominated by the sublattice with a higher
symmetry, while the total symmetry is determined by the one with a lower symmetry.
To fully realize the potentials of pattern transformation in design of highly ordered
periodic structures, it is important to understanding the underlying mechanisms of
mechanical instability in 2D and 3D structures. In Chapter 5, we studied the kinetic
processes of capillary induced pattern transformation and its recovery when swelling and
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drying PHEMA microframes with a square lattice of micron-sized cylindrical holes from
water. A breathing mode instability, that is the void reduced size but retained the shape,
was observed when the PHEMA membrane was covered in water and partially dried.
However, when water evaporation proceeded, the cylindrical holes started to collapse
into slits once the capillary pressure was above the critical tension of buckling, and
finally the square lattice bifurcated into a diamond plate pattern with neighboring slits
perpendicular to each other. Meanwhile, many antiphase boundaries (APBs) was found
between the diamond plate pattern, and the boundary morphology could be either random
or aligned depending on the moving speed of water front. Upon re-exposure to DI-water,
the buckled voids could recover back to the original circular shape. This deformation and
recovery cycle could be repeated many times. We then utilized the dynamic Monte Carlo
method to simulate the kinetic process of pattern transformation and recovery. The
simulation results matched the experiments qualitatively. Building upon the above
knowledge, we suggested a new strategy of shaping the APBs by modulating the
nucleation sites in the pristine membrane, which will shed light on creating a single
crystal of transformed patterns. Furthermore, we demonstrated that the pattern
transformation would dramatically increase the transparency of the PHEMA membrane.
In addition to pattern transformation in 2D structures, we have recently observed
pattern transformation in the 3D SU-8 microstructures fabricated by HL (Appendix B).
6.2 Outlook

The study presented in this dissertation offers critical insights for rational design and
fabrication of both 2D and 3D photonic structures with minimal distortion, tunable size,
novel functionality and switchable properties.
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For the 3D HL, we used the SU-8 three-term diamond-like structure as the model
system to study the distortion and optical setup design. However, this structure only
possesses a small complete PBG (~5.3% in Si PCs at an optimum filling fraction) as
shown in Chapter 2. Recently, we demonstrated the fabrication of four-term diamond
structure, which belongs to space group Fd 3 m (No. 227) and offers a large and robust
complete PBG (~27% for Si PCs), by two-beam quadruple exposure.68 Therefore, dualbeam multiple exposure is an efficient method to fabricate various types of photonic
structures. This study could be extended to other photonic structures with large PBGs,
such as tetragonal square spiral PC,129 complex periodic structures with analogue local
symmetry as quasicrystals,130 and even real quasicrystals.131
As for the instability triggered pattern transformation, there are various open
possibilities. We and others have demonstrated that the pattern transformation can be
triggered by mechanical loading,39 solvent-induced swelling,40,42,43 or shrinkage-induced
compressive stress,44,45 and capillary pressure. It will be intriguing to search for other
types of triggering forces, such as pH, temperature, osmotic pressure, light and electric
magnetic (EM) field, etc. For instance, we can copolymerize HEMA precursor with pH
sensitive acrylic acid (AA) and temperature responsive N-isopropylacrylamide (NIPA) to
induce pattern transformation by pH and temperature, respectively. When mixed with dye
or nanoparticles, the system can be sensitive to a specific wavelength of light or
electromagnetic field. Further, we use solutions with two or more components instead of
pure solvent to fine-tune the osmotic pressure for study of the kinetics and observe other
mode of instability, such as creasing.
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In addition, in Chapter 5, we studied the formation of random or aligned APBs in
the transformed square lattice with diamond plate pattern. For square lattice, the motif
has two preferable buckling directions during pattern transformation. However, the cell in
triangular lattice has three possible buckling directions, which might lead to more types
of domain boundaries. Therefore, it would be interesting to investigate the boundary
formation in the transformed triangular lattice with herringbone pattern from both
experimental and theoretical aspects.
All current studies on pattern transformation focus on the 2D square or triangular
lattices with uniform size of motifs. To broaden the applications, it will be interesting to
study the pattern transformation in complex structures, such as complex structures with
multiple sublattices, or different size of pores, as well as on curved substrates. Recently,
we have observed pattern transformation in holographic 3D SU-8 structures only when
there are nanofibers between the holes (Appendix B). While the investigation of the
underlying mechanisms is still underway, we believe that the transformed 3D structures
will not only offer another dimensionality to study the mechanical instabilities but also
motivate new studies of 3D photonic or phononic crystals with anisotropic motifs.
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Appendix A
Supporting Information for Chapter 3
A.1 Difficulty of minimizing structure distortion using single exposure,
four-beam umbrella setup

We attempt to minimize the structural distortion of three-term diamond-like
structure using the single exposure, four-beam umbrella setup. If we rotate Equation (3.2)
back to a conventional reference frame with the x, y, z axes along [100], [010] and [001]
directions, the level surface for the elongated interference pattern could be reconstructed
as:
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where d is the lattice constant of the fcc lattice for the desirable three-term diamond-like
structure, and sr is the anticipated unidirectional shrinkage of photoresist film in [111]
direction, for example, sr @ 41% in the 3D SU-8 film.51,59
The level surface described by Equation (A.1) can be considered as a combination of
three gratings, each of which is generated by the interference between the central beam
and one of the side beams. It is critical that each set of beams should not interfere with
each other during the exposure process,26 that is, the polarizations between any two side
beams must be perpendicular to each other in a single exposure.
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Here, we start with the single exposure and four-beam umbrella configuration
(Figure 2.3). The interference intensity profile can be written as
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From Equation (A.1), we calculate the reciprocal lattice vectors as
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vector bi can be defined as bi  k0  ki (i=1, 2, 3), and k0 is assumed to be along the [111]

direction. Given λ =532 nm, nr = 1.60, and sr = 41%,51,59 we obtain the new wave vectors
in SU-8 as showed in Table A.1 while keeping the 4-beam umbrella configuration. Here,
our intent is not to use any prism nor any index matching liquid to precompensate the
effects of refraction. Thus, it is necessary to convert the calculated wave vectors and
polarization vectors from SU-8 into the air by applying Snell’s law and Fresnel’s
equations.113 All parameters are summarized in Table A.1. Comparing the Equation (A.2)
with the level surface illustrated in Equation (A.1), the beams should be constructed to
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meet the constraints, cl = ccs≠ 0, clm = css= 0,  i  ki = 0, where ccs and css are constants,

and i = 0, 1, 2, 3.
Table A.1 Wave vectors and polarization vectors in air, SU-8 using interference
lithography with visible light (λ = 532 nm).
Medium
Refractive index

Wave vectors

Refraction Beams in SU-8
1.6
2 * 1.6 1
1
1

k 0 
[
,
,
];

3
3
3

2 1
1
1

k0 
[
,
,
];

3
3
3

2 * 1.6

k1 
[0.856, 0.366, 0.366];

2

k1 
[0.966, 0.183, 0.183];

2 * 1.6

k 2 
[0.366, 0.856, 0.366];

2

k2 
[0.183, 0.966, 0.183];

2 * 1.6

k 3 
[0.366, 0.366, 0.856].

2

k3 
[0.183, 0.183, 0.966].


E 0  E0 [circular polarization];

E1  E s [0.073  i 0.512,


E 0  1.3 E0 [circular polarization];

E1  1.396 E s [0.036  i 0.255,

0.090  i 0.569, 0.081  i 0.628];

E 2  E s [ 0.081  i 0.628,

0.101  i 0.645, 0.092  i 0.706];

E 2  1.396 E s [0.092  i 0.706,

0.073  i 0.512, 0.090  i 0.569];

E3  E s [ 0.090  i 0.569,

0.036  i 0.255, 0.101  i 0.645];

E3  1.396 E s [ 0.101  i 0.645,

0.081  i 0.628, 0.073  i 0.512].

0.092  i 0.706, 0.036  i 0.255].







Polarization
vectors for
minimizing css/ccs
in 4-beam single
exposure
configuration

Incident Beams in Air
1.0







In initial attempts, however, we found no solution that would perfectly match all
constraints. Although we can increase the ratio of E0/Ej (j = 1, 2, 3) such that css << ccs
and Iss becomes negligible vs. Ics as a compromise, it will also degrade the contrast
between Ics and I0. As a result, the large background intensity will overwhelm the
intensity variation ΔI = Ics+Iss. We then engaged in a trial-and-error method to optimize
the polarization directions and reduce the css/ccs ratio. At the first run, we kept the central
beam as right-circularly polarized, and the surrounding beams elliptically polarized.
Since the level surface described by Equation (A.1) is symmetric with respect to x, y and
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z, for simplicity, the polarizations of the three side beams are assumed to maintain the
same symmetry and the same intensity. The set of polarization vectors (in SU-8) that led
to the lowest css/ccs value was selected as the optimum solution [see Table A.1], where

ccs=0.656E0Es and css=0.261Es2. The resulting css/ccs ratio decreases only by ~13% in
comparison to that from the 4-beam single exposure approach in Table 2.1.132
Nevertheless, it is nontrivial to align the beams with elliptical polarizations. Therefore, it
is usually difficult to eliminate unnecessary interference terms using a four-beam single
exposure method.
A.2 Alignment of incident beam angles

The control of the incident beam angles in air, φi (i=1, 2) is illustrated in Figure A.1,
which is a 2D projection of the deal-beam setup [Figure 3.1(a)] on an optical table. Here,
the pivot axis of rotational stage and the two incident beams are parallel to the surface of
optical table. In practice, we first applied the Fluorescing Alignment Disk (FAD,
Thorlabs), which had a small hole at the center, to determine the position of the rotating
center of the photoresist film (point O in Figure A.1). Next, we carefully marked down
the projection of the sample surface, its rotating center, and the pivot axis of the
rotational stage, which is perpendicular to the sample surface and passing through the
rotating center, on the optical table. The projection of each incident beam path OBi can be
determined by the right-angled triangular OABi with |ABi| = |OA|ÿtan φi (i=1, 2). The two
apertures were placed on the paths of the incident beams with their centers at the same
height of the rotating center. Finally, we aligned the two beams to pass through the
corresponding aperture center and the FAD center.
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We roughly estimated the accuracy of the experimental beam angles in comparison
to the theoretical design. It is reasonably to assume that the misalignment of incident
beams |Δs| < 1 mm. Thus, the deviation of beam angle was estimated as |Δφi| =
arctan(|Δs|/D) @ 0.06° for D = 1 m, where D is the distance between the aperture and
sample stage. A larger value of D would lead to higher accuracy of the incident angle.
The current control of the incident beam alignment is sufficiently accurate for
fabrication of SU-8 diamond-like structures with relatively small lattice constant. As seen
in Figure 3.2, further study of the robustness of optical setup against incident angle
deviation will be necessary for fabrication of larger size lattice and/or in photoresist with
larger shrinkage.

Rotational stage
Photoresist film O
φ2
φ1
Pivot axis

Aperture
C2
C1
B2

B1

A
Optical table

Figure A.1 Illustration of the 2D projection of the optical setup in Figure 3.1(a) on an
optical table. The pivot axis of rotational stage and the two incident beams are parallel to
the surface of the optical table.
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Appendix B
Pattern transformation in 3D SU-8 structures
As shown in Chapters 4 and 5, pattern transformation triggered by mechanical
instabilities is an attractive bottom-up method to create complex structures over a wide
range of length scales.1-4 So far, study of pattern transformation has centered around 2D
structures. Although a wide range of 3D structures have been fabricated by various
methods, none has reported observation of pattern transformation in 3D structures. Since
the instability requires critical tension built up in the film, which is often achieved by
confining the film on a rigid substrate and/or the use of high-aspect-ratio pores, we
suspect that the interpenetrating porous channels in 3D structures offers stress relief to
prevent any buckling. In this Appendix, we present the first demonstration and
characterization of pattern transformation in 3D microstructures fabricated by HL.
Notably, the pattern transformation only occurred in the regions where there were
nanofibers developed within the pores. While the understanding of pattern transformation
in 3D is still underway, we believe study of pattern transformation in 3D will offer
another dimensionality to study the mechanical instabilities and motivate new studies of
3D photonic or phononic crystals with anisotropic motifs.
The 3D SU-8 structures were fabricated by dual-beam triple-exposure HL as
discussed in Chapter 3. Figure B.1 (a) shows the typical three-term diamond-like
structure fabricated under the optimized condition as shown in Chapter 3 (section 3.4).
The non-deformed SU-8 structure has a clean and smooth air/SU-8 interface. However,
we found that the 3D pattern would deform when the fabrication conditions [e.g.
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exposure dosage, and post exposure baking (PEB) temperature and time, and
environmental humidity] are not optimized. For instance, if the PEB time at 95°C was
increased from 3 min to 10 min, deformed 3D SU-8 structures were obtained [Figure B.1
(b, c)]. The structures shown in Figure B.1 (b) and (c) were SU-8 films having the top
surfaces cut the bicontinuous interference intensity profile at different depth. Since they
were fabricated under the same condition, they had similar filling volume fraction of SU8 (~50%). In comparison to the non-deformed structure, a key feature in the Figure B.1 (b)
and (c) is that there are many of nanofibers developed within the holes of transformed 3D
structures. While the top surface [i.e. (111) plane)] of SU-8 three-term diamond-like
structure shown in Figure B.1 (a) has a 3-fold rotational symmetry, in the deformed
structure, the triangular holes on the top surface transformed to oval shape and aligned as
herringbone structure.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure B.1 SEM images of SU-8 three-term diamond-like structures with lattice constant
of 2.38 μm. The top surface is (111) plane. (a) A typical 3D structure fabricated by HL.
(b, c) Deformed 3D structures. The top surfaces shown in (b) and (c) were cut from the
bicontinuous interference intensity profile at different depth.

Similar to our observation in 2D structures (see Chapter 5), many boundaries,
analogous to the domain walls and/or antiphase boundaries in alloys and ferroelectric
materials,5-8 also appeared in the transformed 3D structures. A closer look showed that in
most cases at the boundary region, the holes were nearly identical to the original shape
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with almost no fibers developed within the holes. Moreover, the filling fraction at the
boundary was lower than the areas with transformed pattern.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure B.2 SEM images of transformed 3D SU-8 structures with domain boundaries.

In some other occasions, when the samples were fabricated under optimized
condition transformed pattern appeared at the boundary with many fibers connecting the
pattern (Figure B.3). Oftentimes, this was accompanied by appearance of particles and
circles (possibly due to bubbles formed in the photoresists) on the film. Clearly the fibers
in the holes played an important role in deforming the 3D structures.
As we demonstrated in Chapter 4 and 5, the pattern transformation can be triggered
by solvent swelling and the subsequent drying. During development process, the SU-8
film is plasticized and swollen by the organic solvent. While many have reported collapse
of the 3D structures upon drying of the solvent due to capillary force, none has reported
pattern transformation in 3D. The reason could be that the bicontinuous porous channel in
3D structures offers a perfect stress relief path of the osmotic pressure generated by
swelling or the capillary pressure when drying, therefore, the compressive stress built up
in the film is not sufficiently high to deform the 3D structure. However, when the fibers
were developed between the pores, possibly due to over-exposure or incomplete
development, the stress was concentrated and confined by the fibers. To relieve the stress,
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the fiber stretched the pores, thus, deforming the pores. Internal stress distribution in the
non-deformed and transformed 3D structures has been addressed by confocal Raman
microscopy in Vladimir Tsukruk’s group at Georgia Tech. No stresses were found in both
structures, that suggests a complete relaxation of the stresses after the pattern
transformation completed and locked.
(a)

(c)

(b)

Figure B.3 SEM images of three-term diamond-like SU-8 structures with transformed
pattern appeared at the boundary with many fibers connecting the pattern. The inset in (b)
shows the non-deformed structure in a higher magnification.

As discussed in Chapter 5, the pattern transformation may be nucleated from
different sites of the film. If the two nucleation sites are incoherent, the domain
boundaries will appear. Similar to PHEMA, SU-8 film become glassy upon drying (Tg
increased to ~ 112°C),3 allowing for capture of the transformed patterns. Exact
mechanism of pattern transformation, whether due to swelling, which have been
demonstrated in pattern transformation of 2D SU-8, or due to drying is yet to be
investigated. Specifically, it remains unclear how the fibers are developed within the
pores and how they effectively release the stress. We believe such study will offer new
insights in design 3D microstructures for applications, such as sensors, tissue scaffolds,
and microvascular transport, which require high mechanical strength and responsiveness.
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(a)

(b)

Figure B.4 Cross sections of deformed 3D SU-8 pattern with the top surface tilted by 52°.
The cross-sections are FIB milled perpendicular to the (111) plane. Pattern
transformation occurred (a) only on the top 3 layers and (b) over the entire film thickness.

To confirm the pattern transformation occurred in 3D not just on surface, we cut the
3D structures by focus ion beam (FIB). The cross-sectional SEM images are shown in
Figure B.4. It seemed that the pattern transformation occurred only in the top three layers
in some cases such as shown in Figure B.4 (a), but over the entire thickness in other cases
such as shown in Figure B.4 (b). The difference may be due to the strength of substrate
confinement on the pattern. As discussed earlier, when the film is attached to a rigid
substrate, solvent swelling will induce an anisotropic osmotic pressure along the film
thickness. When the compressive stress generated by the osmotic pressure is high enough,
the film will buckle. The bottom surfaces of SU-8 films could cut the bicontinuous
interference intensity profile at the (111) plane with different depth, like those seen on the
top surface in Figure B.1. (b) and (c), leaving either posts in a continuous air [similar to
that in Figure B.1 (b)] or pores in a continuous SU-8 matrix [analogous to that in Figure
B.1 (c)]. Thus, substrate confinement can be either weak or strong depending on whether
the continuous porous matrix or the posts are in contact with the substrate, which in turn
affects the deformation profile in the out-of-plane direction in 3D structures.
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Figure B.5 Sequential depth-profile confocal images (scanned at 0.1 m steps) of the 3D
deformed SU-8 structures shown in Figure B.4 (a). Brighter regions correspond to air
channels in the original SU-8 structure. The top-view SEM image is used as a reference
(z = 0).

To further study the 3D nature of the transformed pattern, we conducted confocal
microscopy imaging on the sample shown in Fig. B.4 (a). The porous regions were filled
with fluorescent dye, rhodamine B, dissolved in 1-ethoxynaphthalene to match the
refractive index of the SU-8. The confocal images were captured in fluorescent mode
using a 488 nm Ar-ion laser at various depths from the top surface (0 > z > –5.0 μm)
scanned at 0.1 m steps. The confocal sections are shown in Figure B.5. The brighter
regions represented the air channels in the original SU-8 structure. The z-depth profile
confirmed that the pattern transformation indeed occurred over entire film thickness, but
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deformation died down along the z direction when further away from the air-film
interface.
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